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Summary

This is a final bachelor degree project for mechanical engineering. TM Design & Installation AB
company needs to reduce the setup time for one end-forming machine by 50%. After some
discussion and analysis, the group decides to subdivide the main problem into six sub problems. By
aiming at each small problem and figure out several solutions, the group finally have concepts for
the problem.
The Project contains of the achievement of a design process which thanks to the theories treated in
Product Development Through System Engineering and thanks to our previous knowledge and
experience. By following all the steps in the books, the project leads us to the selection of final
concept.
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Abstract

The company needs to reduce the setup time for its end-forming machine by 50%. By sub divide the
main problem into six small problems, the group finally help the company reduce the setup time by
solving each small problem. The project is done by following the product development process. In
the end the team succeeded to finish the goals and write a good report. The group think the result
got by them will not only be useful for the company, but also be environment friendly.

Key Words: Setup time reduction, Product development
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Preface

The design project is the main part of the course Mechanical Engineering, Degree Project - Product
Development, where the project is given to groups of two to three people. The result of the work for
each group is presented in an oral presentation and in a report where theory applications and
analysis are included.

First of all, we would like to thank Valentina Haralanova, Lars Ericson and Samir Khoshaba for
guiding us through the whole project. Besides, we give our kind thanks to TM Design & Installation
for giving us this chance to help them solving the problem and finishing this degree project.

Växjö 2014-3-27

Shengmin Xu
Teng Meng
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1. Introduction

TM Design & Installation AB is a company located in Torsås. This company designs and
produce machines that produce exhaust pipes systems. TM Design & Installation AB has a
machine for bending and pipe cutting, this machine is modern and highly automated and used
in the automotive industries. The setup time is too long and the company wants to reduce it by
50%. The company gave us some points to consider for improving the system. These will help
us figure out some new ideas in which we can find a faster way to use the machine, to change
the tools and to disconnect and connect all the different couplings with air, electrics and
hydraulic.

1.1 Background
The company needs to reduce half of the setup time for bending and pipe cutting on an end
forming-machine. The group contains two students that have the task to design parts that
belong to the machine. The group is assisted by two supervisors who are Lars Ericson and
Valentina Haralanova . Also since the examiner of the group who is Samir Khoshaba will also
help the team. The assignment contains planning, visiting the company (TM Design &
Installation AB), designing etc.

1.2 Problem discussion
The problem is that the setup time of the system is too long and the company wants to reduce
the setup time. By the meeting with the company and the video of the process, the group find
out that the total setup process consists of several different steps and some of them are
practical. The group can solve the problems by starting there.

1.3 Presentation of problem
The company thinks that the current setup time of the machine is too long and they need to
reduce it. The whole process consists of several different steps. The group needs to figure out
some methods to reduce some of the steps in which the total time will be reduced.

1.4 Problem formulation
By some discussion and deep understanding of the problem, the main problem can be divided
into several sub-problems.
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1. The curtain moves too many times during the production.
2. It takes too much time to connect machine and tools.
3. Too many hydraulic pipes to connect.
4. It takes too much time to connect the trolley with the machine and make sure the trolley is
in the right position.
5. The upper cylinder moves too slowly.
6. The trolley is too heavy to move by hand.

1.5 Purpose
The purpose of the project is to fulfill the company’s requirements, which is to reduce the
setup time by 50%, it is done by following some books with respect to product development.
By using different books, the theory will be founded and some ideas and concept will come
up and the problem will be solved.

1.6 Relevance
Obviously, by reducing the setup time of the process, it will make the company more
efficiency which means more profit. Of course by helping the company solving the real
problem, the group will pass the degree project and get a degree here. That’s which motivates
the group to help the company solve the problem.

1.7 Limitations/delimitations
Apparently the limitation of the project is the time and the knowledge of the group. The final
oral presentation will be in the first week of June. From now the group has two months to
solve the problem. Besides, the group has only learned “Product Development through
System Engineering” this course to help them get the theory. They lack enough knowledge to
solve the problem, but their supervisor Valentina Haralanova and Lars Ericson have enough
knowledge to guide them.

1.8 Timeframe
The planning of the work is distributed in a Gantt Chart according appendix 1.1.
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2. Method

Kothari(2004) states that research is an academic activity and as such the term should be used
in a technical sense[1]. In our case, the group discussed the problem given by company first,
which is to reduce the setup time of the machine by 50%. After that the group try to analyze
the problem by a deep understanding. There the group divided the problem into 6
sub-problems. Then the group try to search for some useful information along with
professional knowledge which may be helpful. Meanwhile the group keep in touch with the
supervisors to search some professional advice. Finally, under the help of the knowledge they
have found from the relevant books and the internet source, they got the concept solutions for
the problem. In this methodology, some data is collected from the company while some are
from books or internet.

The data is analyzed by the group according to the knowledge they have learned. In this
situation the project are mainly involved in mechanical problems. Few parts for example the
trolley is a electronic and programming problem. Considering that the major of the group
member is mechanical engineering, only mechanical problems will be treated here in the
report, they only give a concept idea for solving the electronic and programming problem.

Internet is a huge source for solving problems, in most situation every problem can be solved
by searching the internet. In this case, if the group solves the problem only by searching the
internet, probably it may be workable and quickly. But mistake will also occur at the same
time.

So in the end the group choose to do the project in a difficult but reliable way. The more
information they have from books and supervisors, the more correct the project will be.
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3. Theory

In this chapter all the theory of design process will be treated. Most of the theory is based on
Getting design right written by Peter L. Jackson[2] and The Mechanical Design Process written
by .David G. Ullman[3]. They introduce how to do a project in a product development way in
their books.

3.1 Define the Problem
Before the actual product development starts it is necessary for everyone that is involved in
the project understands what it is about and the purpose of it. The project needs to be named,
the context needs to be understood and looked on from many viewpoints, it is necessary to
define the character of the solution: What the solution to the problem must accomplish. The
work process to define the problem can be divided in three steps:
1. Define the project
2. Define the context
3. Define the functional requirements

3.1.1 Define the Project
Step number one is to define the project so everyone that is involved has a clear picture of the
purpose with the project. To fully define the project and understand what it is about is done by
following five different steps.
1. Select the project
2. Sketch the concept
3. Define and tailor the process
4. Identify the owner, the customer, and the user
5. Write a mission statement

Sketch the Concept
It is important at an early stage of the project to start making sketches of the ideas. It does not
matter how good or bad the sketches are. The purpose of making sketches is to engage the
process of visualizing the idea. While designing both hemispheres of the brain are working,
the left brain which is the part of the brain with power for verbalization and logical reasoning,
and the right brain, with power for visualization and intuitive reasoning. The more ideas that
can be explained by sketches, the more the right brain is involved in the design process.

Define and Tailor the Process
The process for the product development can be very different depending on what type of
product it is. There are some things that may limit the effort of the project such as budget
and/or time, if there are limitations as such there is nothing that can stop the design team from
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asking new questions and conduct new analyses. When there are limitations it is very
important to be effective, otherwise it can be found out that more time than necessary have
been spend on planning the project rather than actually working on the project. Deciding how
much of the process that is going to be used and how detailed the work is supposed to be is
called tailoring the process. Some steps of the product development can be skipped if they are
not applicable on the project, however it can be dangerous skipping step in the process since
many of them are building on each other. “The best guide to tailoring the process is
experience.”(Jackson, 2010, p.20)

Write a Mission Statement
The last step of defining the project is to write a mission statement. A mission statement is a
concise statement of the goals or purpose of the project from the perspective of the owner or
the next higher representative in the hierarchy of the design management. To make this easier
for a larger project, the project is divided in smaller projects and each subproject has a
representative to ensure that need of the design of the project is reflected in the subproject.

The mission statement shall describe what the organization will produce and how they want to
be acknowledged. It describes what the organization wants to accomplish, for whom and how
they distinguish themselves from others on the market.

3.1.2 Define the Context
When the project has been defined it is time to define the context of the project. This step has
five sub steps that will be followed to complete the step.
1. Define the system boundary
2. Document the context of the system
3. Study the current context
4. Collect customer comments
5. Summarize the project (product) objectives

Define the System Boundary
A very common issue design projects suffer to be miscommunication between the members of
the group since they very often see the project in very different ways. If there is a project that
only one person is working with, this is not an issue since there are no communication at all.
As soon as there are more people working together there is risk for miscommunication, the
more people working together, the higher the risk is because of that people need to
communicate with each other. Therefore it is very important to clarify and state the boundary
for the project, the system boundary. This means it must be told what is within the scope of
the design and what is not.

The system can be in contact with several entities, an entity can be internal, external or
irrelevant. The external entities have their own functions, interfaces, goals and behavior
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patterns, but are not subjected to design changes of the actual system. To keep the entities
away from each other it should be classified as soon as it is discovered. If the entity has no
relation to the product, or only weak relation, it can be classified as irrelevant.
being drawn it is presented in a table.

Study the Current Context
To be able to get a good end result of the project it is important to gain understanding of the
context in which the system will be used. This understanding is normally gained by visiting
the customer and study the system in use or the environment it will be used. When
investigating the context it is important that the designers don’t present themself as an
“expert” or “solution supplier”. A more suitable mindset to have is the one of the observer.

Collect Customer Comments
To make a successful project it is important to include the customer in the design project.
Identifying customer needs is an integral part of the concept development phase of the
product development process(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008, p. 68)[4]. This is done in the easiest
way by spending time with the customer at the customer site. To have this interaction with the
customer can be done without having an existing product. It is also possible to get customer
comments by interviewing employees at the customer site, ask them to complete surveys
and/or collect error logs. Another way is to hand out free prototypes to potential users in
return for product evaluations. The customer comments should be presented in their word as
much as possible, because it desired to have the voice of the customer, not the voice of the
design team.

3.1.3 Define the Functional Requirements
The last step is to define the functional requirements of the project; this is done by writing
some statements of the functions the system must perform. The statements should explain
what the system is supposed to do but not how it should be done. It is important that the
statements are written as requirements instead of objectives so the final product can be
measured if it fulfills its requirements. This step has six sub steps:
1. Collect use cases
2. Prioritize use cases
3. Describe use case behaviors
4. Summarize functional requirements from use cases
5. Repeat for secondary use cases
6. Finalize requirements

Collect Use Cases
The first step in defining the functional requirements is to make a list of use cases. “A use
case is a situation in which a user would want to use the system.”(Jackson, 2010, p. 38). There
are usually one or more use cases that are obvious, but more use cases will be found as the
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system is viewed from different users’ perspective.

Prioritize Use Cases
It is not rare for a design team to come up with several use cases. The next step will be to
describe the behavior that goes along with the use cases. Then the use cases should be
prioritized: This means that the use cases with high priority, the ones with medium priority,
and if there is time, the ones with low priority should be identified. How the use cases should
be prioritized should be based on how likely the use case will cause new and important
functional requirements.

Summarize Functional Requirements from Use Cases
The high-priority use cases from previous step, describe use cases behaviors, will now be
analyzed. Once analyzed, all the functional requirements can be written down on a list. To
make this useful the functional requirements will be ordered into grouping columns and the
summary functional requirements at the head of each column.

3.2 Measuring the need and set the targets
In the first step the functional requirements are defined. The customer gives the functional
requirements. In this step the customer needs will be quantified. The customer needs will be
sort in importance. The goal in understanding the design problem is to translate customers’
requirements into a technical description of what needs to be designed. Or as Japanese say,”
Listen to the voice of the customer.” There are three different types of product quality that
give customer satisfaction: basic quality, performance quality, and excitement quality(Ullman,
1997, p. 102-104).

The "Goal Question Metric" (GQM) is an approach to data collection that is useful when
metrics are required to assess the satisfaction of design goals.
There are four steps in the GQM method of determining measures of effectiveness:
1. Identifying the goals of the measurement.
2. Generating questions that define the goals in a quantitative way.
3. Specifying the measures needed to answer the questions.
4. Developing mechanisms to collect the data.

The first step is to identify the goals of the measurement that are already performed in the step
of customer analysis. To keep the analysis simple, focus only on the high-level product
objectives.
Identifying customer needs is itself a process, for which we present a five step method. The
five steps are::
1. Gather raw data from customers.
2. Interpret the raw data in terms of customer needs.
3. Organize the needs into a hierarchy of primary, secondary, and (if necessary) tertiary
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needs.
4. Establish the relative importance of the needs.
5. Reflect on the results and the process.
(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008, p. 53-56)

The second step is often missing in data collection studies. This second step is important
because this will give us a greater level of specificity than the original statements of the goals.
The third step is to specify the measures needed to answer the question. After refine the goals
and question the answer should be specified.
The last step is to develop a mechanism to collect data. With this mechanism the data can
easily collect. This data can be used to answer all the questions that are made in step two.
These steps are repeated for all the secondary goals.

All the product objectives that are gathered in the beginning of this chapter shall grouped into
sets, put subsets of similar objectives. The next step is to prioritize all the product objectives.
This means give them all a value lower than 1. The sum of the total shall be equal to 1. The
subsets should also be prioritized. The higher the priority the higher the value, the maximum
value is 1. Multiply the value of the sets with the value of the subsets. After this calculation
the results are the higher the value the higher the priority.

Benchmark competition is collecting data from machines, tools or devices that are on the
market for sale, which are the same as the product that needs to be (re) designed. The data that
is collected can be analyzed and compared with the product that need to be (re) designed.

After all the steps that are taken now is to convert the design problem into an engineering
problem. This can be a difficult step. Engineers can solve complex technical problem, but
they need the guidance of the design organization. The focus of this section is on how to make
the transition from customer objectives to determine technical performance measures.

The house of quality is a tool for communication between design and engineering. The house
of quality is a matrix approach for defining the relationship between customer desires and
product characteristics. The house is build up with six matrices:
1. The customer product objectives and their relative importance
2. The customer perceptions of competing products
3. The primary engineering characteristics of the product
4. The impact that the different engineering characteristics have upon the customer product
objectives
5. The interrelationship of the engineering characteristics
6. The target performance measures established for the different engineering characteristics

In this house the engineer can translate the customer needs into technical requirements. If
there is done some research about machines that are already for sale, this data can also added
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to the house of quality. The engineer can check the good and bad things from the products that
are for sale already.

3.3 Explore the Design Space
All the serious mistakes are made on the first day when a team is doing a new program. When
a team is designing something new in a program, some pitfalls may appear during the process.
For example, consideration of only one alternative, involvement of only one or two members,
ineffective integration of promising ideas. This may happen when everyone on the team is not
focused on searching for creative, integrated design concepts. “Creativity is normally
associated with an unstructured way of thinking” (Jackson, 2010, p.104). This step is mainly
focusing on creativity. The process of this step is divided into two parts.
1. Discover concepts relevant to the design problem.
2. Combine the concepts and create integrated solutions.

3.3.1 Discover Concepts
A concept is an idea that is sufficiently developed to evaluate the physical principles that
govern its behavior(Ullman, 1997, p. 120). The first step to do this is to discover concepts that
are relevant to the problem. Ullman also states that if you generate one idea, it will probably
be a poor idea; if you generate twenty ideas, you might have one good idea. So it is better to
get as many concepts as possible in this period. To complete this step, four sub steps are
necessary:
1. Clarify the problem and decompose the functions.
2. Sources for concept ideas.
3. Organize concept fragments.
4. Prune and expand.

Clarify the Problem and Decompose the Functions
A design team cannot speak about a creative solution without first perceiving the problem.
Even if every member of the team is doing something that contributes to the project, there
may be a risk there is no way to integrate the result because of vague objectives. This is why
requirement-driven design is so important. The functional requirements define the central
design problem. This problem must be solved in a way that satisfies all of the other
requirements (safety, reliability, reparability). To clarify the problem it is important to
distinguish between requirements that specify primary capabilities and those that specify
constraints. A primary capability is a function that the system must perform to fulfill the target.
“A constraint is requirement on how a system must perform its primary functions” (Jackson,
2010, p.106).

It is a common issue that the whole project is too complex for a team to do. The normal way
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to solve the problem is to divide the problem into more simple, manageable sub functions.
This is called functional decomposition.

Sources for concept ideas
When generating a new idea, a member can take great pride in his or her creativity. The
following text is a list of useful sources of design information that might contribute to the
whole project.
1. Using patents as an idea source
2. Finding ideas in reference books and trade journals
3. Using experts to help generate concepts
4. Brainstorming and Research
5. Using existing products and concepts as idea sources
(Ullman, 1997, p. 141-149)

Using Patents as an Idea Source
Patent literature is a good source of idea. There are two main types of patents: utility patents
and design patents(Ullman, 1997, p. 141). The last one is just a slight change in the form of a
device that makes it look different while the former one covers how the device works, not
how it looks. The easiest way to search for patent is on CASSIS(Classification and Search
Support Information System), a computer index to the patent numbers.

Finding Ideas in Reference Books and Trade Journals
Most reference books are not very useful in the early stages of a design project. But still there
are some books which may be useful. Also there will be some excellent ideas in some trade
journals.

Using Experts to Help Generate Concepts
It is not always easy to find an expert, the domain may even be one that has no experts. A
good source of information is manufacturers’ catalogs and, even better, manufacturers’
representatives.

Brainstorm and Research
It is important to understand concept fragment before doing a brainstorming or a research. A
concept fragment is an idea that can be applied to satisfy a functional requirement. It is not
mandatory that the idea is practical, cost effective, or compatible with the other functional
requirements. “It is just an idea that solves on aspect of the overall system” (Jackson, 2010,
p.107). Brainstorming is a useful and effective way for finding creative solutions. Each
member of the group contributes ideas from his or her own viewpoint. It is important to know
that when you are brainstorming it is creative solutions rather than realistic solutions which
you have in your mind. It is also useful if an idea solves only one aspect of a problem. Make
lists and write down the ideas that surface during brainstorming. Stop the brainstorming
session before the group get tired of it. A serious discussion of the ideas proposed is followed
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after the brainstorming.

The goal with the brainstorming process is to find as many concept fragments as possible. The
brainstorming session can be fun for the entire team as offbeat ideas that can make everyone
laugh comes to mind. Of course, if there are too many offbeat ideas, the group needs to be
reminded of other requirements that need to be satisfied. In addition to brainstorming, there is
also possible to find concept fragments through research. The research can be done by looking
at competitors’ products, attend trade shows and competitive events. It is also possible to look
at related products, not just competitive, to get new ideas.

Using Existing Products and Concepts as Idea Sources
One of the best way for thinking an idea is to look at existing products. Also studying the
ideas of others helps avoid the “NIH complex”: since the idea was Not Invented Here, we
won’t use it(Ullman, 1997, p. 148). Another technique for generating ideas is to begin with an
existing product or concept and modify it.

Organize Concept Fragments
After brainstorming and research, the next step is to organize the list of concept fragments
into a tree. A concept classification tree is to make the organization of concept fragments into
a tree-structured hierarchy. The concept fragments should be divided in different categories.

Prune and Expand
The purpose of making the concept classification tree is to see if the categories created are
useful for any further ideas. People can study the tree and see if some branches should be
expanded. For example, after consideration, one found a better way to solve the problem, it is
then better to expand a new branch to continue. On the other hand, it is also a good time to
prune branches for further consideration. For example, because lacking of some resources,
one method must be canceled.

3.3.2 Explore Concepts
It is important to know that the concept fragments are the raw material for preceding the work.
What is needed is a systematic way to explore the concepts in which these ideas can be used
to solve design problems. This step has three sub steps.
1. Combine the concept fragments
2. Generate integrated concepts
3. Identify the subsystems

Combine Concept Fragments
A concept combination table (morphology box) is matrix of concept fragments organized by
function (each function forms a separate column) so that an integrated concept fragment can
be created by choosing any concept fragment for each function and combining them to satisfy
the requirement. Every combination of ideas from a concept combination table leads to a
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different design path. Try to think of different ways to solve the problem, and systematically
combine these alternatives to get a new way to solve the original problem.

Generate Integrated Concepts
“The concept combination table is used to suggest different ways of approaching the overall
design problem” (Jackson, 2010, p.115). The next step is to take each path into consideration
and figure out the best one. This may be a sketch of how the ideas might work together or a
full-accomplished design or a prototype.
This will be limited only by team members’ skill and knowledge. Of course it also limited by
the time available.

Identify Subsystems
It is useful to perform a summarization step before making a concept selection. The way to do
this is to identify and label the subsystems of the product. “A subsystem is a collection of
elements of a system that has an identifiable function of its own” (Jackson, 2010, p.122). It is
important to know that this step cannot be done too early because the designer may become
trapped into thinking about the design problem using the first design concept. It is possible
that some new function in which the designer had never thought appear in this process.

3.4 Concept Evaluation
In this chapter the group explore techniques for choosing the best of these concepts for
development into products. The goal is to expand the least amount of resources on deciding
which concepts have the highest potential for becoming a quality product. The difficulty in
concept evaluation is that we must choose which concepts to spend time developing when
there are still very limited knowledge and data on which on base this selection.

There are two possible types of comparisons. The first type is absolute in that each alternative
concept is directly compared with some set of criteria. The second type of comparison is
relative in that alternative concepts are compared with each other using measures defined by
the criteria.

3.4.1 Information Representation
Often, when one is designing with new technologies or complex known technologies,
building a physical model and testing it is the only approach possible. The design-built-test
cycle is shown as the inner loop.The time and expense of building physical models is
eliminated by developing analytic models and simulating the concept before anything is built.
All the iteration occurs without building any hardware. This is called the design-test--build
cycle.
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3.4.2 Evaluation Based On feasibility Judgment
As a conceptual design is generated, the designer has one of three immediate reactions:
1. It is not feasible, it will never work.
2. It might work of something else happens.
3. It is worth considering.
The more design experience, the more reliable an engineer’s knowledge and the decision at
this point. The consider the implications of each of the possible initial reactions should be
more closely considered.

3.4.3 Evaluation Based On Technology-readiness Assessment
The second evaluation technique is to determine the readiness of the technologies that may be
used in the concept. An attempt to design a product before the necessary technologies are
ready leads either to a low-quality product or to a project that is canceled before a product
reaches the market because it is behind schedule and over cost. How, then, can the maturity of
a technology be measured? Six measures can be applied to determine a technology’s maturity:
1. Can the technology be manufactured with known processes?
2. Are the critical parameters that control the function identified?
3. Are the safe operating latitude and sensitivity of the parameters known?
4. Have the failure modes been identified?
5. Does hardware exist that demonstrates positive answer to the above four questions
6. Is the technology controllable throughout the product’s life cycle?

3.4.4 Evaluation Based On Go/No-go screening
Once it has been established that the technologies used in a concept are mature, the basis of
comparison moves to criteria defined by the customer requirement developed. Each
alternative concept must be compared with the requirements in an absolute fashion. In other
words, each customer requirement must be transformed into a question to be addressed to
each concept. The questions should be answerable as either yes or maybe(be), or no (no-go).
This type of evaluation not only weeds out designs that should not be further considered, but
also helps generate new ideas

3.4.5 Evaluation Based On ADecision Matrix
The decision-matrix method, which is fairly simple, has proven effective for comparing
alternative concepts that are not refined enough for direct comparison with the engineering
specification discussed. In essence, the method provides a means of scoring each alternative
concept relative to another in its ability to meet criteria set by the customer requirements.
Comparison of the scores thus developed then gives insight to the best alternatives and useful
information for making decisions.
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Decision matrices can be easily managed on the computer using a common spreadsheet
program. Using a spreadsheet allows for easy iteration and comparison of team members’
evaluation. There are four steps to this method:
1. Choose the criteria for comparison.
2. Select the alternatives to be compared
3. Generate scores.
4. Compute the total score.

3.4.6 Product Safety And Liability
One are of product understanding that is often overlooked until late in the project is product
safety. It is valuable to consider both safety and the engineer’s responsibility for liability , as
they are an integral part of human-product interaction and greatly affect the perceived quality
of the product. These topics are best thought of early in the design and thus covered
here(Ullman, 1997, p. 152-169).

3.5 Optimizing Design Choices
When a team of designers have come so far that they have some functions for a product or a
system, they start to find some concept fragments for each function. By combining the
concepts fragments for each function will lead to a whole concept. Different concept
fragments for each function will give alternative concepts. The alternative concepts have to
match the product objectives, these are the attributes that the combined design concepts will
be measured by.

Concept selection is an integral part of the product development process. Early in the
development process the product development team identifies a set of customer needs. By
using a variety of methods, the team then generates alternatives solution concepts in response
to these needs. Whether or not the concept selection process is explicit, all teams use some
method to choose among concepts. The concept selection method here is built around the use
of decision matrices for evaluating each concept with respect to a set of selection
criteria(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008, p. 124-125).

There are different ways to select concept, the most common one is the Pugh concept
selection matrix, known as Pugh analysis, which was invented by Stuart Pugh in the 1980s. A
Pugh analysis is a quantitative technique used to rank the multi-dimensional options of an
option set. It is frequently used in engineering to make decisions. To optimize design choices,
the next three sub steps are necessary.
1. Select concepts
2. Optimize parameters
3. Define the product family
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Select Concepts
By using Pugh analysis to select the concept, there are a couple of steps that needs to be
followed:
1. Identify the alternative design concepts;
2. Perform an initial screening of alternatives;
3. Rate the alternatives in each attribute;
4. Weight the attributes; and
5. Score and select alternatives.

Identify the Alternative Design Concepts
In the first sub step the concepts that were found in the step Explore the Design Space should
be listed. The goal of the entire step is to select the most promising design concept from the
different concepts.

Perform an Initial Screening of Alternatives
The next step of the process is to perform an initial screening of the concepts. There are likely
concepts in the list that clearly are not worth continuing working with. To screen the concept,
a simple rating and scoring system is used to identify those concepts that should be eliminated
early in the process. For example, use a plus (+) if the concept is better than the others and use
a minus (-) if the concept is worse than the others. It is also important to know that one design
alternative which listed as the reference concept is compared with all the other concepts, this
should be receive a 0 in each column. To avoid the replacement of a dominated concept, it is
better to choose the reference concept in the first place from one of the more serious
candidates. This is presented in a screening matrix that clearly shows which of the concept
that is dominating. It is at this point logical to end the development effort on these design
concepts. If someone in the design team detects flaws in a dominated design this needs to be
corrected, this can be easily done. Now the design team must make a decision if it is worth the
development time and efforts to correct these flaws, to revisit the screening decision or if it is
better to continuing pushing forward with the remaining concepts.

Rate the Alternatives in Each Attributes
Though the screening matrix has served the purpose of eliminating dominated designs, it is
still too rough for making a choice between alternatives that are similar to each other. The
scoring scheme in the screening matrix is too simplistic to make a final choice. The next step
is to repeat the evaluation process among the remaining concepts by using a more detailed
rating scale and more detailed attribute weighting scheme. To start with, the plus-zero-minus
rating system should be replaced with a more finely graded scale.

Weight the Attributes
The following step is to weight the attributes. In the step Measure the Need and Set Targets, it
have already been clarified something about determining relative weight for the different
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product objectives. Here, only a subset of the product objectives will be looked at. Normally
the sum of all the subsets should be 100%, but as in this case when only a couple of the
subsets are taken in consideration, this may not be the case. If all the subsets are applied in
this step and the sum will be equal to 100%, it will not give any value to the analysis. It
important to review the weighting process as these weights enters the decision-making
process in a critical way. When the weights were developed, the product objectives were
considered in the abstract. Now, when there are specific design alternatives to choose from,
the objectives are not so abstract anymore.

Score and Select Alternatives
After weighting the attributes, the last but not least step is to score and select alternatives.
This is done by bringing together the attribute weights with the alternative ratings to form the
final Pugh concept selection matrix. This will be put in a new matrix that will show the
weights and the rankings, computes a weighted score for each concept, and a total score for
each concept. When the different concepts are ranked, the data must be reviewed to see if the
ranking is accord with its understanding of the design issue. If someone in the design team
wants to argue that one concept is better than another, they must:
1. Argue that its rating in some category should be increased;
2. Argue that the weights on some attributes should be changed; or
3. Identify a dimension of comparison (a new attribute) that has not been considered
To organize the discussion and bringing the team to a consensus, the matrix approach is a very
effective way. It is also a useful tool to document the trade study and to present the decision to
an external audience.

Optimize Parameters
Optimizing design parameters typically comes later in the design cycle. Normally, the design
decisions differ in degree rather than in kind. So it is important to optimize continuous
parameters subject to engineering and design constraints. The optimization is done at the
subsystem level when the engineering characteristics should meet the system-level
requirements. Some special methods such as engineering analysis, mathematics or physical
experimentation are used to optimize these trade-offs. A systematic way to capture the
discussion is to use a linked house of quality.

Define the Product Family
A product family is a collection of different products, derived from a common product
platform, designed for different market niches. The products in a product family will have the
same components and manufacturing equipment and are produced in a similar way. Products
included in a family usually use similar or same production processes, have similar physical
characteristics and share marketing information. The obvious result of using a product family
is to save money because products included in a family are usually priced and discounted as a
package.
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3.6 Develop the Architecture
The architecture of a product is the scheme by which the functional elements of the product
are arranged into physical chunks and by which the chunks interact(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008,
p. 165). The steps before this one have brought the designers all the necessary information to
begin the detailed design of the product. To complete this step the overall design of the project
is divided in subsystems which different individuals of the design team is responsible for. The
communication between the different individuals is very important at this stage. Each
subsystem should be developed with understanding of how the subsystem works with the
other subsystems to achieve the desired behavior of the overall system.

3.6.1 System Architecture and a Language for Systems
By system architecture means the description of the subsystems and how they work together.
It is difficult to describe the architecture because the different individuals in the design team
speak different types of language, for example: A hardware engineer speak in terms of
mechanical- or electrical engineering while a software engineer speaks in terms of computer
science. Therefore a common language is necessary to describe what each team needs from
the other teams. This language will be the language of the systems: requirements, functions,
interfaces, components and states. This step will describe how that language is developed.

Design the Structure
The structure of the system is the physical architecture of the system showing how the main
subsystems are interacted with each other. First the system interfaces are summarized in an
interface matrix to describe the signal from one subsystem to another. The matrix lists all of
the internal subsystems and some of the external entities and names the event that allows one
subsystem to trigger another. From the interface matrix a design structure matrix can be made
by only using the internal entities, if there are teams working with different subsystems the
design structure matrix for one team can identify an interface that affects the design decisions
for other teams. It is important that the teams that are affected by this works close together to
solve the problem.

It is at this point important to document the different methods of transmission across the
interfaces in the system. The term link will be used to describe the physical means of
performing the interface. What the links are depends on which type of system it is, for
example an electromechanical system links may be: parallel, Ethernet, serial, or wireless
connection.

It is clear that matrices are the best way to approach this step. The relationships that have been
considered so far have flowed naturally from the use case behaviors and functional analysis.
There are other relationships that now have to be discovered, and it can be hard to do this.
This is referred to emergent interactions and means the unintended side effects one subsystem
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may have on another subsystem. Examples of emergent interactions can be heat, friction,
vibration, static electricity, magnetic fields, grease, or dirt. If an emergent interaction is
discovered it will give rise to a new requirement that isolates the effect. Like in the design
structure matrix the teams that encounter emergent interaction should work close together.

Before starting with the detailed design of the subsystems it is necessary to have a more
complete integrated design concept. It is good to have concept sketches for the structure at
this point. These sketches come from the brainstorming process and the step where the
concept is selected. When there are existing sketches it is possible to make a bill of materials
which lists the components that are included in the design, in what quantity and estimated cost,
what needs to be purchased or manufactured. The bill of material permits the possibility to
estimate the reliability of the system. Reliability is expressed in the average number of
operating hours before it fails, mean time to failure (MTTF). This means that the systems
failure is correlated to the time it is used, not just the age of the system.

In the house of quality made in the Measure the need and set targets step analysis and targets
for reliability and material cost were made. It is necessary to distribute these targets measures
of technical performance to the different subsystem so each design team has a target. The goal
for each subsystem is to satisfy the targets to make the overall system reach its targeted
technical performance measure.

3.7 The Product Design Phase
The product design process could be called hardware design, shape design, or embodiment
design, all of which imply giving flesh to what was the skeleton of an idea. During the process
of this, the designer can go back to the concept phase to fix something if he or she find some
drawback or think out a new idea. There are two situations which the designer can go further
to the product design phase. One of them is that the concept may have been generated in a
corporate research lab and then handed off to the design engineers to “productive.” The
second one is that the project involves in a redesign problem.

3.7.1 The Importance of Drawings
Drawing are not only the preferred form of data communication for the designer; they are a
necessary part of the design process(Ullman, 1997, p. 175). Usually, drawings are used to:
1. Archive the geometric form of the design.
2.Communicate ideas between designers and between designers and manufacturing personnel.
3. Support analysis.
4. Simulate the operation fo the product.
5. Check completeness.
6. Act as an extension of the designer’s short-term memory.
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7. Act as a synthesis tool.

3.7.2 Drawings Produced during Product Design
During the design process many types of drawings are generated. Usually the drawings start
with a layout drawing of the entire product to help define the geometry of the developing
assemblies and components. As drawings are finished, more information about the product is
developed.

Layout Drawings
A layout drawing is a working document that supports the development of the major
components and their relationships. That always include the followers:
1. A layout drawing is a working drawing and as such is frequently changed during the design
process.
2. A layout drawing is made to scale.
3. Only the important dimensions are shown on a layout drawing.
4. Tolerances are usually not shown, unless they are critical.
5. Notes on the layout drawing are used to explain a design feature or the function of the
product.
6. A layout drawing often becomes obsolete.

Detail Drawings
A typical detail drawing contains the followers:
1. All dimensions must be toleranced.
2. Materials and manufacturing detail must be in clear and specific language.
3. Drawing standards.

Assembly Drawings
The goal in an assembly drawing is to show how the components fit together(Ullman, 1997, p.
177). An assembly drawing usually like this:
1. Each component is identified with a number or letter keyed to the bill of materials.
2. References can be made to other drawings and specific assembly instructions for additional
needed information.
3. Necessary detailed views are included to convey information not clear in the major views.
4. As with detail drawings, assembly drawings require a signature block.

3.8 Validating the design
An effective way to validate the design is to conduct design reviews. There are two different
types of design reviews; the first one is customer design review and internal design review.
The description of customer design review is basically a presentation for a group of persons.
The persons are often potential customers or users of the presented product or service. An
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internal design review is also a presentation for a subject matter expert concerning the design
company. This subject matter expert has “deeper” knowledge in the design part, engineering
etc. During a design review it’s important to get deeper understanding of the costumers needs.
Ask direct question to minimize the risk of miscommunication concerning costumer needs
and requirements. Behavioral requirements are created from that data and functions for the
system to perform. The internal design review is used to get confirmation if the product or
service can be built and achievement of mission statement of the owners. Explore the safety,
regulatory and other requirements. From that data is non-behavioral requirements created and
it does describe how the system may perform. There are six steps to conduct a design review:
1. Determine if entry criteria are met
2. Schedule the review meeting
3. Present the design
4. Collect review panel comments
5. Use exit criteria to assess whether the review was passed.
6. Reschedule if the review did not pass.

It’s important but often underestimated in the early stage of the design to develop a test plan
for the original requirements. There are four steps to take in consideration in developing a test
plan:
1. Identify the behavioral test sequences
2. Develop the behavioral test methodology
3. Repeat for the non-behavioral tests
4. Map test activities to system requirements

A good description of the behaviour of the system is the backbones of developing a test
sequences from operational description templates. Operational description shall contain data
and information that is understandable for the test engineer. Inserted directly into a copy of
the operational description templates into describe the test procedure.

The test plan shall always check if it’s completed correctly. It’s done by map each test activity
to the requirement it intended to verify. From a test that derived requirement it recommended
continuing the process by finding the derived requirement back to an originating requirement
and trace test back to an originating requirement

Risk is the combination of chance and a negative outcome. Designing risk is the possibility
that the product or system being designed may fail in some way that degrades or nullifies the
mission or, worse, causes hardship or injury to people. Designing risk management is the
activity of proactively identifying risks and attempting to prevent or minimize the more
serious ones. The corrective action is a taken to reduce a risk. And the risk mitigation strategy
is a collection of corrective actions designed to deal with a risk.

Failure modes and effects analysis is a bottom-up approach to risk management (FMEA),
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which is a systematic look at the design from a low level, asking how a single failure at this
level can affect the system as a whole. A top-down approach to risk management is fault tree
analysis. The calculations in fault tree analysis are outside the scope of this book. It should be
focused on the simpler but still highly valuable technique of FMEA.

Conducting an FMEA has nine steps:
1. Select items or functions for analysis.
2. Identify failure modes for each item.
3. Assess the potential impact of each failure mode.
4. Brainstorm possible causes for each failure mode.
5. Suggest corrective actions for each possible impact.
6. Rate the severity of the potential impact.
7. Rate the likelihood of occurrence of each possible cause.
8. Assess the risk.
9. Prioritize the corrective actions.

FMEA is not restricted to the component level. It can be applied to the setup time design even
though the team are still at the subsystem design level.

The next step is to find out the ways in which the item or function could fail. These are
typically found by reflecting on the functional requirements of the item and listing the
negation of each of these functions.

Then next step is to imagine the failure and ask what negative outcomes could be associated
with such a failure. Next three levels should be thought about in negative outcomes:
1. Local
2. System
3. Mission

Conducting a root cause analysis is then next step in FMEA which is to identify possible
causes for the failure modes, but it is in response to an imagined failure, rather than to an
actual one. One of the techniques of root cause analysis that is also useful in this context is to
list categories and then consider how failure in each of those categories might result in the
particular failure mode. Four frequently used categories are “the 4 Ms”:
1. “Man” suggests various types of human error such as lack of experience, operator
inattention, and lack of training.
2. “Machine” suggests failures such as equipment breakdown and improper maintenance or
setup.
3. “Method” includes software errors, poor documentation, incorrect operating procedure, and
poor inspection and testing methods.
4. “Material” includes substandard material or components, metal fatigue, or excessive stress
forces.
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After the possible reason of failure modes are identified, the FMEA process requires the
problem to be solved. Thinking about the corrective action and reducing the severity of the
negative outcome, because maybe one or both of them can be helpful to find solution. There
are three possible timings of the corrective action:
1. Design
2. Manufacturing process
3. Operation

The quantitative approach to risk assessment requires measuring the severity of the negative
outcome separately from the likelihood of its occurrence. For this, some scale against which
to measure severity is needed. Different kinds of risks may require different severity scales.
After having established a severity rating system, the next step is to assess the severity of the
different risks against this scale.

Similar to the process of assessing severity, the team next establish a rating system to assess
the likelihood of occurrence of a possible cause. After having established an occurrence rating
system, the next step is to assess the occurrence of the different possible causes against this
scale.

As mentioned, risk is the combination of chance and a negative outcome. So a quantitative
approach to risk is to multiply the severity rating by the occurrence rating to yield a single
index, called the risk priority number (RPN):
RPN = severity rating * occurrence rating

The final step in the FMEA process is to assign a priority for implementation of each
corrective action. Low-priority actions may not be implemented. Critical actions are ones that
should be implemented as soon as possible.

3.9 Execute the Design
Project management is viewed by many as something separate from the design process. One
view is that the process of organizing and coordinating the effort of a design team is intrinsic
to the design process itself. Another one is to develop a systems view of the tasks needed to
develop that system. Since there is a natural linkage between these two views, it is good to
include project management in the process under the step called “execute the design”. The
target of executing the design is to deliver on the commitment contained in the mission
statement.

Plans are nothing because no matter how good the plan looks on paper, events in the real
world are sure to disrupt or nullify the beautiful sequence of steps in the plan. Successful
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execution requires rapid and intelligent responses to changing circumstances. Planning is
everything if it is developed based on a systems view of the situation, and the best way to do
this is to plan and consider carefully how all of the elements of the plan interact. There are
two components to executing the design:
1. Schedule the project and track progress.
2. Conduct management reviews.

3.9.1 Schedule the Project and Track Progress
There are eight steps in project scheduling:
1. Develop work breakdown structure and task list.
2. Estimate task durations.
3. Track percentages of task completion.
4. Identify task inputs, outputs, and deliverables.
5. Establish task precedence relationships.
6. Determine start and finish times.
7. Display schedule as a Gantt chart.
8. Adjust the start times for resource availability.

Estimate Durations
For creating a project schedule, it is necessary to estimate the time required, or “duration,” of
each task. In this step, experience is usually the best guide. The total of these durations is an
estimate of the total work required to finish the project.

Identify Task Inputs, Outputs, and Deliverable
It is important to keep dependencies among tasks in mind. As Jackson argued in his book, it is
useful to construct some sort of a map as to what is needed from one task for another task to
begin. One systematic way of doing this is to create a task input-output matrix: a square
matrix of the tasks in which the cells of the matrix describe what output from one task (the
row task) is needed as input for another task (the column task) to begin. It is a systems view
of the design process when using the task input-output matrix. A deliverable is something
(tangible or intangible) produced as a result of a task or project. For example, it could be a
design drawing, a physical prototype, or a test result. In this step, the responsibility of the
project manager is making sure that each team knows the complete set of deliverable for
which it is responsible.

Establish Task Precedence Relationships
A task precedence matrix is a square matrix using the list of tasks as row and column headings,
in which a cell entry of “1” indicates that the row task must precede the column task. It is easy
to create this by referring to the task input-output matrix. Normally, there would be a “1” in
the corresponding cell of the task precedence matrix if the task input-output matrix indicates a
deliverable in a cell. It is more convenient for making schedule calculations than the wordier
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task input-output by using the task precedence matrix with only “1s” and blanks as entries. As
a project manager, it is his or her duty to ensure that the task list can be revised to eliminate in
a good cycle, which the matrix can be reordered into upper triangular form.

Schedule the Project
After reorganizing the task precedence matrix, the following step is using spreadsheet
formulas to compute a schedule, which is a simply a listing of start and finish times for each
task in the task list. An earliest start schedule is a schedule in which, beginning from a project
start time, every task starts as early as possible, subject only to task durations and the task
precedence matrix.

3.9.2 Conduct Management Reviews
“A management review is a technique for keeping a design project on schedule and within
budget” (Jackson, 2010, p.286). In a management review, team leaders report progress to a
project manager. For these meetings, it is efficient if each team leader brings a single piece of
paper that reports his or her team’s progress and status to the meeting. As Jackson said in his
book, organize the report into four sections:
1. Achievement. Summarize in bullet form the major accomplishments of the team since the
last management review.
2. Schedule. List the major activities that are planned to be accomplished before the next
management review.
3. Metrics. Provide objective measures of activity, summarizing progress across all previous
management reviews.
4. Issues. List any issues that the team is wrestling with that are causing or may cause the
schedule to slip or cost to exceed budget.
When there is a trouble with either schedule or cost in the process of a design project
management is required. Three basic courses of action are available to the project manager:
1. Cancel the project. This is extreme, but if the project goals cannot be met, failing to stop
the project may simply result in a greater waste of resources for the same unsuccessful
outcome.
2. Allocate more manpower or resources. Assigning more people or more highly skilled
people to a task can often get it accomplished sooner.
3. Modify the goals or requirements. It is good to negotiate with the owner or customer to
reduce or delay either functionality or performance if the technical challenges prove to be too
great.

3.10 Product Evaluation
It is also important to evaluate cost, reliability, environmental friendliness and so on.
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3.10.1 Design for Cost
One of the most difficult and yet important tasks for a design engineer in developing a new
product is estimating its production cost(Ullman, 2010, p. 315). It’s better to estimate the cost
early in the design process and compare with the cost requirement. First of all, rough estimate
the cost of the project. Then as the process goes on, the cost will be refined[5].

Determining the Cost of a Product
The total cost of a product can be shown as the figure.

Figure 1Figure 3.10.1 Product cost breakdown(Ullman, 2010, p. 316)

Direct costs: Those that can be traced directly to a specific component, assembly, or product.
Indirect costs: All the other costs except for direct costs.
Material costs: Including all the expenses of all the materials.
Purchased-parts cost: Including fasteners and the packaging materials used to ship the
product.
Labor cost: The cost of wages and benefits to the workforce needed to manufacture and
assemble the products.
Tooling cost: Including all jigs, fixtures, molds, and other parts specifically manufactured or
purchased for the production of the product.
Overhead: Including all the cost for administration, engineering, secretarial work, cleaning,
utilities, leases of buildings, and other costs that occur day to day.
Manufacturing cost: The direct cost plus the overhead.
If the design effort is on a manufacturing machine to be used in house, then costs such as
discount and selling expenses do not exist.
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Making a Cost Estimate
It is the responsibility of the engineer to know the manufacturing cost of components
designed(Ullman, 2010, p. 322). In most situation, it is accomplished by someone who is
experienced in this area, or with the help of some professional one.

The first estimations should be made early in the product design phase, also it should be as
precise enough as possible. The cost estimation depends on the source of the components in
the product. Mostly, the components are been bought or made. The first one is preferred when
both of them are available. No matter what it is been bought or made, cost estimation is vital.

3.10.2 Design for the Environment
Design for the environment is usually called green design, environmentally conscious design,
life-cycle design, or design for the ability of recycling. The issue of this can be date back to
the 1970s. And it is not until the 1990s that it became popular and acceptable by the society.
After one product dead, it goes either disposed of, reused, or recycled. It can be shown like
this:

Figure 3.10.2 Green design(Ullman, 2010, p. 359)
In evaluating a product for its “greenness”, the guidelines presented next help make sure that
environmental design issues have been addressed.

Guideline 1: Be Aware of the Environmental Effects of the Materials Used in Products.
Guideline 2: Design the Product with High Separability. This can be sub divided into:
1. Make Fasteners accessible and easy to release.
2. Avoid laminating dissimilar materials.
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3. Use adhesives sparingly and make them water soluble if possible.
4. Route electrical wiring for easy removal.
Guideline 3: Design Components That Can Be Reused to Be Recycled.
Guideline 4: Be Aware of the Environmental Effects of the Material Not Reused or Recycled.
(Ullman, 2010, p. 359-360)

3.11 Some knowledge about mechanical connection
Because this chapter is not the main step of the whole development, but the group use much
knowledge in this chapter to solve the connection problems in this case.
See the theory in appendix 2.[6]
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4. Application of the theory

In this chapter the application of the design process will be treated.

4.1 Defining the Problem
The group needed to look for a company and ask for a project as their degree project. The
group found the company TM Design & Installation AB that had the project to reduce the
setup time with 50%. The setup time is the time from stopping the production until starting
the production of a new product.

Name of the problem: The setup time is too long

Figure 4.1.1 Photo of machine and tool
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Figure 4.1.2 Photo of the trolley

To find a way to reduce the setup time with 50%. Therefore the process will be conceptual. As
the company asked, the group need to find some rough concepts or ideas.The time is limited
until 01-06-2014 and the budget is unlimited.Most of the time will be spend on the process of
product development and working with the entire sub steps that the group found from several
books because on the way the solutions will appear.

The three roles in the process are the owner, customer and user. We as a group consider us as
the owners because we set the design goals and authorize major designing decisions. The
customer is TM Design & Installation AB and the users will be the operators. They will
supply us with information and their employees are the users because the employees will use
the machine.

Our mission is to reduce the setup time with 50% for the machine. Creating an idea for the
company and make it faster for the employees to change the production line.

Figure 4.1.3 is the context diagram for the system, it shows the relationship between the
internal and external entities. The tool, trolley and machine have to be improved for
accomplishing a system that will reduce the setup time by 50%. The system for reducing the
setup time is the internal entity, and the rest like the tool, trolley, machine, company and the
operator are the external entities. For example there are shown a connection between system
and company, “system attract company”. Table 4.1.1 gives the same information as figure
4.1.3.
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Figure 4.1.3 Context diagram for the system

Table 4.1.1 Context matrix for the system
Company Tool System Trolley Machine Operator

Company Teaches
Tool Stored in Is part of Moved by Placed in
System Attracts Consist of Consist of Consist of
Trolley Stored in Moves Is part of
Machine Stored in Is part of
Operator Uses/retrieve Load/moves Operates
Note: The system boundary is in bold.

The machine is used as a part of a production line that produces exhaust pipes. In current
situation the operator change the tool, stores it, replace a new tool and start the production
again.

The customer comments are collected in table 4.1.2 During the visit the customer meant that
there are some problems with the tools, cylinders, trolley and the machine.
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Table 4.1.2 Customer comments of the system
Customer comments
The curtain moves too many times during the production.
It takes too much time to connect cylinder and tools.
Too many hydraulic pipes to connect.
It takes too much time to connect the trolley with the machine and make sure the
trolley is in the right position.
The upper cylinder moves too slowly.
The trolley is too heavy to move by hand.
The bending moment is too big because the beam of the trolley does not support the
middle of the tool which is around 400kg.
It should be safe to operate the machine.

In table 4.1.3 The customer comments are divided in groups who are in relation to each other.
Such as “The upper cylinder moves too slowly”, because of the low speed of the cylinder so it
is about velocity. And “The trolley is too heavy to move by hand”, if the trolley is too heavy,
it may cause danger to the operator so it is about safety.

Table 4.1.3 The affinity table
Safety Velocity Others
The curtain moves too
many times during the
production.

It takes too much time to
connect the trolley with
the machine and make sure
the trolley is in the right
position.

It takes too much time to
connect cylinder and tools.

The trolley is too heavy to
move by hand.

The upper cylinder moves
too slowly.

Too many hydraulic pipes
to connect.

The bending moment is
too big because the beam
of the trolley does not
support the middle of the
tool which is around
400kg.

It should be safe to operate
the machine

The left column is what the customer said and the right column is the translation from the
voice of the customer into how the owners understood it as shown in table 4.1.4. Such as
“Reduce the setup time by 50%”, because the contact told the group where was the problems
so the group understood it as six improvements, for example, “Improve the connection of the
trolley and machine” and “Improve the curtain”.
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Table 4.1.4 The voice of the customer
The voice of the customer
Reduce the setup time by 50% Improve the connection of the trolley and

machine
Improve the curtain
Improve the connection of the hydraulic
pipes
Improve the connection of the cylinder and
the tools.
Improve the weight of the trolley
Improve the movement of the upper
cylinder

Make the tool safe to handle Do not let the tool injure the operator
Make the tool easy to put it away Make the tool easy to store
Make the trolley easy to handle Make the trolley not too heavy to move
Make the trolley safe to handle Do not let the trolley injure the operator
Don’t bother about the financial aspects
of the redesign.

Money is not a problem

In the table 4.1.5. The primary use cases are the ones that naturally occur to us as we think
about the way in which the system is going to be used. And the secondary use cases are the
ways in which the system can fail or be abused. The primary and secondary use cases blow
are taken from table 4.1.1 “Context matrix for the system”. The use cases are prioritized in
table 4.1.6 “Operator place tool” is one of the highest priorities because to place and replace
the tool is a big part of the setup time. “Company teach operators” is low priority, in the
beginning of using the new system it can have effect on the setup time when the operator do
not have experience with the system. It will not take a long time to master the new way of
changing the tool. “Tool is stored on trolley” is also high priority because it is important for
the safety of the operator and that the process of storing the tool is simple.
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Table 4.1.5 Primary and secondary uses case for the system
Use case
Primary
Operator use trolley
Operator store tool
Operator place tool
Operator operates machine
Company teach employee
Tool is stored on trolley
Secondary
Operator drops tool
Operator use trolley wrong
Operator install wrong tool

Table 4.1.6 Priorities uses case for the system
Use cases Priority
Primary
Operator use trolley M
Operator store tool L
Operator place tool H
Operator operates machine M
Company teach operator L
Tool is stored on trolley H
Secondary
Operator drops tool H
Operator use trolley wrong H
Operator install wrong tool L

Table 4.1.7 and table 4.1.8 shows the behaviour description of the use cases. In table 4.1.7 is a
description of how the entities behave and there connection to each other. For example “The
tool has to be in the proper position on the trolley”.
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Table 4.1.7 Behaviour description of “the operator remove tool” use case.
Operator remove the tool
Initial condition:
System is in loaded state.
Operator Machine Tool Trolley
The operator moves the
trolley into the machine

The tool has to be in the
proper position on the
trolley

The trolley shall detect
that the tool is in the
proper position

The operator disconnects
the tool from the machine

The trolley shall secure
that the tool is on the
trolley

The operator moves the
trolley to the storage
The operator stores the
tool in the storage

The trolley shall detect
that the tool is stored

Operator disconnects the
tool from the trolley

The trolley shall be
stored in storage

Ending conditions:
The machine is in unloaded state
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From the behaviour description of the use cases some relations between some entities can
appear and those relations are important for future development work.

Table 4.1.8 Behaviour description of “the operator install tool” use case.
Operator install tool
Initial condition:
System is in unloaded state, tool is in storage.
Operator Machine Tool Trolley
The operator puts the
tool on the trolley

The trolley shall
detect that the tool is
in right position

The tool has to be in the
proper position on the
trolley

The operator moves
the trolley into the
machine

The machine shall detect
that the tool is in the
proper position

The operator connects
the tool to the
machine

The tool has to be in
proper position on the
machine

The machine shall hold
the tool
The machine shall detect
the new tool

Ending conditions:
The machine is ready to use
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A summarization of the functional requirements for the system is shown in table 4.1.9.

Table 4.1.9 Summarized functional requirements for the system
Tool has to be
in proper
position on
trolley

Trolley shall
detect that tool
is in proper
position

Trolley shall
secure that its
tool is on
trolley

Trolley shall
detect that
tool is stored

Trolley shall
be stored in
storage

The tool has to
be in the
proper position
on the trolley

The trolley
shall detect
that the tool is
in the proper
position

The trolley
shall secure
that the tool is
on the trolley

The trolley
shall detect
that the tool is
stored

The trolley
shall be stored
in storage

Table 4.1.10 and table 4.1.11 are the end result of this dive-and-surface approach to functional
requirements analysis. Table 4.1.10 is a context matrix that focuses on the system and its
external entities. The internal entities have been dropped from consideration. The internal
entities will be considered in greater detail as the design progresses.

Table 4.1.10 Summary context matrix for the system
Is related
to

Company Tool System Trolley Machine Operator

Company Is
attracted
by

Teach in a
proper
way

Tool Is stored
well in

System
Trolley Is stored

well in
Machine Is stored

well in
Operator using/retrieving Is

loading/moving
Is
installing
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In table 4.1.11 Three columns are shown. These columns show the index numbers, originating
requirement from the behaviour description from table 3.1.7. and 3.1.8. and abstract function
names. The abstract functions are the actions that are done in originating requirements. For
example “the machine shall hold the tool”; the action is “hold”.

Table 4.1.11 Draft originating requirements
Index Originating requirement Abstract function name

OR. 1
The machine shall detect that the tool is in the
proper position

Detect

OR. 2 The machine shall hold the tool Hold

OR. 3 The machine shall detect the new tool Detect

OR. 4
The tool have to be in the proper position on
the trolley

Position

OR. 5
The tool have to be in proper position on the
machine

Position

OR. 6
The tool have to be in the proper position on
the trolley

Position

OR. 7
The trolley shall detect that the tool is in right
position

Detect

OR. 8
The trolley shall detect that the tool is in the
proper position

Detect

OR. 9
The trolley shall secure that the tool is on the
trolley

Secure

OR. 10 The trolley shall detect that the tool is stored Detect

OR. 11 The trolley shall be stored in storage Stored
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4.2 Measuring the need and set the targets
To keep the analysis simple and the focus is only on the high level project objectives, which
are shown in table 4.2.1. The main objective in our case is to reduce the setup time by 50%.
And we divided it into 6 product objectives according to the customer comments. Such as
“Improve the curtain” is from the “The curtain moves too many times during the operation”.
And “Improve the connection of the trolley and the machine” is from “It takes too long to
connect the trolley with the machine”.

Table 4.2.1 Project objectives
Improve the connection of the trolley and machine
Improve the curtain
Improve the connection of the hydraulic pipes
Improve the connection of the cylinder and the tools.
Improve the weight of the trolley
Improve the movement of the upper cylinder

In table 4.2.2 a whole picture of the analysis is created, there are now names for different
quality attributes. The names are like: improving, designing, time and safety. This approach is
forced to be more explicit about the context of measurements. Such as in the “Improve the
curtain”, the group needs to analyze the curtain for the purpose of designing and improving
with respect to time.
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Table 4.2.2 Analyzing project objectives

Analyze
For the
purpose of

With
respect to

From the
perspective
of

In the context
of

Improve the
connection of
the trolley and
machine

Machine Improving
Controlling
Designing

Time
Handling

User Production line

Improve the
curtain

Curtain Designing
Improving

Time User Production line

Improve the
connection of
the hydraulic
pipes

Hydraulic
pipes

Improving
Designing

Time
Handling

User Production line

Improve the
connection of
the cylinder
and the tools.

Cylinder
and tools

Improving
Designing

Time
Handling

User Production line

Improve the
weight of the
trolley

Trolley Improving
Controlling

Time
Handling

User Production line

Improve the
movement of
the upper
cylinder

Cylinder Improving
Designing

Time User Production line
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Table 4.2.3 shows how it’s developed to answer the question raised for the system. Observing
the trade-off between quality of information and the cost of data collection that is evident in
the design approximate metric. For example to answer the question, How long does it take for
the operator to connect the trolley and the machine? The ideal metric is maximum 45 seconds.

Table 4.2.3 Defining metrics to answer questions

Question Ideal metric
Approximate
metric

Improve the
connection of
the trolley and
machine

How long does it take for
the operator to connect the
trolley and the machine?

Maximum 45 seconds

Improve the
curtain

How long does it take for
the curtain to open or close
each time?

Maximum 1 second

Improve the
connection of
the hydraulic
pipes

How long does it take for
the operator to connect the
hydraulic pipes?

Maximum 30 seconds

Improve the
connection of
the cylinder
and the tools.

How long does it take for
the operator to connect the
upper and lower cylinder?

Maximum 30 seconds

Improve the
weight of the
trolley

What is the maximum
weight of the trolley?

600kg-800kg

Improve the
movement of
the upper
cylinder

What is the maximum
speed of the cylinder?

Maximum 10cm/s
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The calculations for the remaining project objectives are shown in table 4.2.4 The product
objectives results are summed to one. As it is shown it’s important to ‘’Make it easy to
connect the hydraulic pipes’’ and “Make it easy to connect the trolley and the machine” both
for the user and the machine.

Table 4.2.4 Computing relative priorities of project objectives
1

Improve the
connection
of the
trolley and
machine

Improve
the
curtain

Improve
the
connection
of the
hydraulic
pipes

Improve the
connection of
the cylinder
and the tools.

Improve
the weight
of the
trolley

Improve
the
movement
of the
upper
cylinder

2 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.15 0.1 0.2
3 Make it

easy to
connect the
trolley and
the machine

Make the
curtain
more
efficient

Make it
easy to
connect the
hydraulic
pipes

Make it easy
to connect the
upper and
lower
cylinders

Make the
trolley
user
friendly

Make the
cylinder
move faster

4 1
5 1
6 1
7 1
8 1
9 1
Formula =1*0.25 =1*0.05 =1*0.25 =1*0.15 =1*0.1 =1*0.2
Rounded
result

0.25 0.05 0.25 0.15 0.1 0.2

The trolley can’t be compared with other trolleys on market because it’s custom made, it will
only suit the current situation and the special designed tool. The machine can be improved for
better use. The parts which we want to improve of the machine are compared with the current
case in the quality house. The quality house shows the difference between the current case and
the improved one. In the quality house, the relationship between the customer desires and
product characteristics are defined. There are five houses of quality[7] because the
improvements divided into five sub-improvements, curtain (figure 4.2.1), cylinder (figure
4.2.2), hydraulic pipe (figure 4.2.3), connection of trolley and machine (figure 4.2.4) and
trolley (figure 4.2.5).
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Figure 4.2.1 House of Quality curtain
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Figure 4.2.2 House of Quality cylinder
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Figure 4.2.3 House of Quality hydraulic pipe
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Figure 4.2.4 House of Quality connection of machine and trolley
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Quality Characteristics
(a.k.a. "Functional 

Requirements" or "Hows")

Demanded Quality 
(a.k.a. "Customer 

Requirements" or "Whats") 0 1 2 3 4 5

1 9 12,5 4,0 4 2

2 9 15,6 5,0 5 3

3 3 6,3 2,0 1 3

4 3 12,5 4,0 2 2

5 3 12,5 4,0 3 1

6 3 12,5 4,0 4 1

7 9 6,3 2,0 5 2

8 9 9,4 3,0 2 2

9 9 12,5 4,0 2 3
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Table 4.2.5 is the functional and technical performance measures which will be used in the
following steps.

Table 4.2.5 Collected system-level requirements: Functional and technical performance
measures
Index Originating requirement Abstract function name

OR. 1
The machine shall detect that the tool is in the proper
position

Detect

OR. 2 The machine shall hold the tool Hold

OR. 3 The machine shall detect the new tool Detect
OR. 4 The tool has to be in the proper position on the trolley Position
OR. 5 The tool has to be in proper position on the machine Position

OR. 6 The trolley shall detect that the tool is in right position Detect

OR. 7
The trolley shall detect that the tool is in the proper
position

Detect

OR. 8 The trolley shall secure that the tool is on the trolley Secure

OR. 9 The trolley shall detect that the tool is stored Detect

OR. 10 The trolley shall be stored in storage Stored

OR. 11 The machine shall be flexible Flexible

OR. 12 The machine shall attract the operator Attract

OR. 13 The machine shall be made out of steel Steel

OR. 14 The tool shall have round shapes Shapes

OR. 15 The tool shall have a good system to lock fast and safe Lock system

OR. 16
The storage volume of the trolley should not exceed 1
m3

Storage volume

OR. 17 The trolley should at least lift 500 kg Lift

OR. 18 The weight of the trolley should not exceed 800 kg Weight
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4.3 Explore the Design Space
Figure 4.3.1 shows the basic system flow, when the company want to change to a new product,
they need to change to a new tool, the current tool will go through the new system and on the
other side they will get a changed tool and the production can start producing new products.

Figure 4.3.2 shows a more detailed view of system flow diagram. It shows step by step how
the tool is changed, which devices are used and by whom they are operated.

Figure 4.3.1 System flow diagram

Figure 4.3.2 Detailed system flow diagram

Table 4.3.1 shows all the ideas that appeared in the group for the six problems. “Use the
Triangular form slide to move the trolley to right position”can be a creative idea for reducing
time. The operator can easily move the trolley into the right position rather than spend lots of
time to look for the right point to move in the trolley because the operator only needs to find
the rough point and the device will lead the trolley into proper position automatically.

“Use the dovetail joint to connect ” This kind of connection can be used between the tool and
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the machine. It can make the process of changing the tool a lot faster and safer. It will be
easier to lock the tool on the machine. See figure 4.3.3.

Figure 4.3.3 Dovetail idea

Table 4.3.1 Brainstorm to the six problems
Improve the connection of the trolley and machine
Use sensor to detect the trolley be int he proper position
Use the Triangular form slide to move the trolley to right position
Move the trolley to a trapezoid platform
Improve the curtain
Divide the current curtain into two parts
Write a new programme to make it move faster
Replace the current curtain with a drooping curtain
Improve the connection of the hydraulic pipes
Make the pipes to be integrated plug
Use the click system to connect the pipes
Use the quick release connectors
Improve the connection of the cylinder and the tools.
Use electric screwdriver to connect the bolts
Use cam to clamp two parts
Use the clamping device designed by the group
Use magnetic force to clamp two parts
Use the click system
Use the dovetail joint to connect
Improve the weight of the trolley
Add a electronic control system
Use light material to build the trolley
Put on more lubricant to reduce the friction
Improve the movement of the upper cylinder
Rewrite the programme for the cylinder to make it move at different
speed
Shorten the distance between tool and cylinder
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Table 4.3.2 shows the the product objectives, some important functions can be extracted. With
help of the brainstorming session some concept fragments can be generated for each function.
The extracted functions are shown in table 4.3.2. “The machine shall detect the trolley is in
the right position” as it is shown in table 4.3.2 some of the concept fragments can be added to
the function so it can fulfill the requirements. For example, using sensors is an easy way to
detect that the tool is in proper position on the trolley.

Table 4.3.2 Generate concept fragments for each function

The
machine
shall detect
the trolley is
in the right
position

The
curtain
shall be
more
efficient

The
connection
of the
hydraulic
pipes shall
be more
efficient

The
connection
of the
cylinder and
the tools
shall be
more
efficient

The trolley
shall be
friendly to
operators

The upper
cylinder shall
move faster

Sensor Two parts Integrated
plug

pin
connection

Electronic
control system

New
programme

Triangular
form slide

New
programme

Click system Electric
screwdriver

Light material Shorten the
distance

Sounds Drooping
curtain

Locking
system

Cam Lubricant Laser

Trapezoid
platform

Human
power

Quick
release
connectors

Clamping
device

New trolley Human power

Two
operators

Sensor Driven by
mouse

Magnetic
force

Many
operators

Laser Screws Click system
Dovetail
joint

The prune or expand concept fragments tables categorize the different possible solutions for
each function and from there can some solutions be eliminated and some be expanded.

In the table 4.3.3 sensor is a good solution for detecting that the trolley is in the proper
position, the operator can follow the sensor when he moves the trolley, also a Triangular form
slide and trapezoid platform could accomplish this statement but it’s hard for the operator to
hear the sounds in a noisy environment. That’s why the sensor system is expanded but the
sounds are not, but they will still be possible solutions.
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Table 4.3.3 Prune or expand concept fragments
The machine shall detect the trolley is in the right position

Detect
Electrical Mechanical Hydraulic Others
Sensor(Expanded
cell)

Triangular form
slide(Expanded
cell)

Sounds

Trapezoid
platform(Expanded
cell)

Two operators

In the table 4.3.4, divide the curtain into two parts, design a new programme and use a
drooping curtain will be good solutions so they will be expanded. And the sensor and laser are
not good enough so they will be not possible. Because in a noisy and not clean environment
sensor and laser will not work for the system.

Table 4.3.4 Prune or expand concept fragments
The curtain shall be more efficient

Efficient
Electrical Mechanical Human Others
Sensor Two

parts(Expanded
cell)

New
programme(Expand
ed cell)

Laser Drooping
curtain(Expanded
cell)

Human power
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In the table 4.3.5, integrated plug, click system will be good solutions so they will be
expanded. And the locking system and driven by mouse are not good enough so they will be
not possible. Because the locking system will still waste a lot of time to connect each
hydraulic pipe and driven by mouse :D is not possible it is just an idea.

Table 4.3.5 Prune or expand concept fragments
The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall be more efficient

Efficient
Electrical Mechanical Pneumatic Others

Integrated
plug(Expanded
cell)

Driven by mouse

Click
system(Expanded
cell)
Locking system
Quick release
connectors(Expand
ed cell)
Screws

In the table 4.3.6, clamping device, cam and electric screwdriver will be good solutions so
they will be expanded. And the screws is not good enough so they will be not possible. And
the click system and dovetail joint and magnetic force maybe possible in our case. Because
the screws will still waste much time to connect the cylinder and the tool.

Table 4.3.6 Prune or expand concept fragments
The connection of the cylinder and the tools shall be more efficient

Efficient
Electrical Mechanical Hydraulic Others
Clamping
device(Expanded
cell)

pin connection
(Expanded cell)

Electric
screwdriver(Expan
ded cell)

Cam (Expanded
cell)

Magnetic force

Click system
Dovetail joint

In the table 4.3.7, electronic control system and light material and lubricant will be good
solutions so they will be expanded. And many operators and new trolley are not good enough
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so they will be not possible. Because if the company need to have more operators and more
trolleys it will cost them more.

Table 4.3.7 Prune or expand concept fragments
The trolley shall be friendly to operators

Friendly
Electrical Mechanical Human Others
Electronic control
system(Expanded
cell)

Many operators Light
material(Expanded
cell)
Lubricant(Expande
d cell)
New trolley

In the table 4.3.8, new programme and shorten the distance will be good solutions so they will
be expanded. And laser and human power good enough so they will be not possible. Because
human power is not possible in this case, the curtain will close during the operation. And as
mentioned laser will not work in that environment.

Table 4.3.8 Prune or expand concept fragments
The upper cylinder shall move faster

Move
Electrical Mechanical Human Others
New
programme(Expand
ed cell)

Human power Shorten the
distance(Expanded
cell)

Laser
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To combine two functions and have a combination between there concept fragments a concept
picture can be drawn. Table 4.3.9 and table 4.3.10 show the concept combination of the
concept fragments which are good to our case and chosen by the team.

Table 4.3.9 Concept combination
The machine shall detect the
trolley is in the right position

The curtain shall be more
efficient

The connection of the
hydraulic pipes shall be more
efficient

Sensor Two parts Integrated plug
Triangular form slide Drooping curtain Click system
Trapezoid platform New programme Quick release connectors

Table 4.3.10 Concept combination
The connection of the
cylinder and the tools shall
be more efficient

The trolley shall be friendly
to operators

The upper cylinder shall
move faster

Clamping device Electronic control system New programme
Cam Light material Shorten the distance
Click system Lubricant
Dovetail joint
pin connection
Electric screwdriver
Magnetic force
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4.4 Concept Evaluation
There are two possible types of comparisons. The first type is absolute in that each alternative
concept is directly compared with some set of criteria. The second type of comparison is
relative in that alternative concepts are compared with each other using measures defined by
the criteria. As shown in figure 4.4.1, the first three comparison techniques, all absolute, are
used as a filter for the relative comparison technique, called a decision matrix. These four
techniques together are the best tools for the evaluation of concept.

Figure 4.4.1 evaluation techniques
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Table 4.4.1 Feasibility judgment
The machine shall detect the trolley is in the right position

Sensor It is conditional
Triangular form slide It is conditional
Trapezoid platform It is conditional
Sounds It is not feasible
Two operators It is worthing considering

The curtain shall be more efficient
Sensor It is not feasible
Laser It is not feasible
Two parts It is conditional
Drooping curtain It is conditional
New programme It is worthing considering
Human power It is worthing considering

The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall be more efficient
Integrated plug It is conditional
Click system It is conditional
Locking system It is worthing considering
Driven by mouse It is not feasible

The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall be more efficient
Integrated plug It is conditional
Click system It is conditional
Locking system It is worthing considering
Driven by mouse It is not feasible
Quick release connectors It is conditional
Screws It is worthing considering

The connection of the cylinder and the tools shall be more efficient
Clamping device It is not feasible
Screws It is worthing considering
Cam It is conditional
Click system It is conditional
Dovetail joint It is worthing considering
pin system It is conditional
Electric screwdriver It is conditional
Magnetic force It is not feasible

The trolley shall be friendly to operators
Electronic control system It is conditional
Many operators It is not feasible
Light material It is conditional
Lubricant It is conditional
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New trolley It is not feasible

The table 4.4.1 shows the feasibility of the ideas of the problems. For example, if we use
Triangular form slide to solve the connection of the trolley and the machine, it will be
workable, so it is conditional. And if we use a new trolley to make the trolley to be friendly to
operators, but the trolley of the company is custom made, so this idea is not workable, so it is
not feasible.
Table 4.4.2 Technology-readiness assessment
Technolog
y will be
used in
our case

Can the
technology
be
manufactu
red with
known
process

Are the
critical
parameter
s that
control the
function
identified

Are the
safe
operating
latitude
and
sensitivity
of the
parameter
s known

Have the
failure
modes
been
identified

Does
hardware
exist that
demonstra
tes
positive
answers to
the above
four
questions

Is the
technology
controllab
le
throughou
t the
product
life cycle

Sensor Yes Yes Yes No Unknown Unknown
Screws Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Programmi
ng

Yes No Unknown Yes Unknown Unknown

Magnetic
force

Yes Yes Unknown No Unknown Unknown

Laser Unknown No Unknown No Unknown Unknown
Electric
screwdrive
r

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Light
material

Yes Yes Yes No Unknown Yes

Triangular
form slide

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dovetail
joint

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Click
system

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Quick
release
connectors

Yes Yes Yes Yes Unknown Yes

Drooping
curtain

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table 4.4.2 measured the maturity of the technology maybe used in our case. Six measures
can be applied to determine them. For example, the sensor maybe used in our case, and we
know that this technology can be manufactured with process, but we don’t think that the
failure modes have been identified, and we are not sure that the hardware does exist or not or
the technology is controllable or not.

Table 4.4.3 Go/No-go screen
The machine shall detect the trolley is in the right position

Sensor Maybe
Triangular form slide Go
Trapezoid platform Go
Sounds No-go
Two operators Maybe

The curtain shall be more efficient
Sensor No-go
Laser No-go
Two parts Go
Drooping curtain Go
New programme Maybe
Human power Maybe

The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall be more efficient
Integrated plug Go
Click system Go
Locking system Maybe
Driven by mouse No-go

The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall be more efficient
Integrated plug Go
Click system Go
Locking system Maybe
Driven by mouse No-go
Quick release connectors Go
Screws Maybe

The connection of the cylinder and the tools shall be more efficient
Clamping device No-go
pin connection Go
Cam Go
Click system Go
Dovetail joint Maybe
pin system Go
Electric screwdriver Go
Magnetic force No-go
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The trolley shall be friendly to operators
Electronic control system Go
Many operators No-go
Light material Go
Lubricant Go
New trolley No-go
Table 4.4.3 shows that once it has been established that the technology will be used in our
case are mature, each alternative idea must be compared with the requirements in an absolute
fashion. In other words, each customer requirement must be transformed into a question to be
addressed to each concept. And the question will be answerable as either maybe, go or no-go.
This type of evaluation not only weeds out design that should not be further considered, but
also helps generate new ideas.
Table 4.4.4, table 4.4.5 and table 4.4.6 are the decision-matrix which is an iterative evaluation
method that tests the completeness and understanding of requirements, rapidly identifies get
strongest alternatives and helps foster new alternatives. The “s” in the table counts as 0, “+”
as +1 and “-” as -1. And the group weighted the criterion like the “Easy attach” is 5 and
“Long life” is 8, and the sum is 100. Which is used for calculation.
In the table 4.4.4. We can see that sensor has highest score because in this case the sensor is
the best for our system.
Table 4.4.4 Decision-matrix form

Concepts
criterion wt Sensor Triangular

form slide
Trapezoid
platform

Screws Magnetic
force

Easy attach 5 - + + - -
Easy detach 5 - + + - -
Fast attach 5 - + + - -
Fast detach 5 - + + - -
Not mar 8 + + + + -
Long life 8 + - - + -
Lightweight 8 + - - + +
Not catch
water

8 - - - + -

Not rattle 8 + - - + +
Not wobble 10 + + + - +
Not bend 10 + - - - +

Not release in
accident

10 + - - + -

Streamlined 10 + + + - +
Total + 8 7 7 6 5
Total - 5 6 6 7 8

Overall total 3 1 1 -1 -3
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In the table 4.4.5. We can see that the Drooping curtain has the highest score. Because it is
easy attach and easy detach for example. In this case it is the best for our system.

Table 4.4.5 Decision-matrix form
Concepts

criterion wt Electric
screwdrive

r

Light
material

Click
system

Quick
release

connectors

Drooping
curtain

Easy attach 5 + S + - +
Easy detach 5 + S + - +
Fast attach 5 + S + - +
Fast detach 5 + S + - +
Not mar 8 - - - - -
Long life 8 - - - + -
Lightweight 8 - + + + +
Not catch
water

8 + - + + +

Not rattle 8 + + - - +
Not wobble 10 + + + - +
Not bend 10 - + + + +

Not release in
accident

10 - - - - -

Streamlined 10 - S - - +
Total + 7 4 8 4 10
Total - 6 4 5 9 3

Overall total 1 0 3 -5 7
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In the table 4.4.6. The pin system has highest score. Because it is easy attach and easy detach
for example. In this case it is the best for our system.

Table 4.4.6 Decision-matrix form
Concepts

criterion wt Dovetail
joint

Laser Lubricant pin system Clamping
device

Easy attach 5 - - S + -
Easy detach 5 - - S + -
Fast attach 5 + - S + +
Fast detach 5 + - S + +
Not mar 8 + - S - +
Long life 8 + + + - -
Lightweight 8 - + + - -
Not catch
water

8 - - + + +

Not rattle 8 + + S + +
Not wobble 10 + + S + +
Not bend 10 + + S + -

Not release in
accident

10 - + - - -

Streamlined 10 + + S + +
Total + 8 7 3 9 7
Total - 5 6 1 4 6

Overall total 3 1 2 5 1
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4.5 Optimizing Design Choices
Table 4.5.1 shows the functions and for each function there are some concept fragments.
Choosing the concept fragments for each function will lead to some better solutions. This
table shows some concepts chosen by the team which are better to solve the problems in our
case. And the concept which is chosen is in yellow. And the reason why the group choose
these concepts is that they considered the result from chapter 4.3 and chapter 4.4 in which
they have already done some evaluation.

Table 4.5.1 Morphological chart

Function

Solution
1 2 3 4 5 6

The machine
shall detect
the trolley is
in the right
position

Sensor Triangular
form slide

Sounds Trapezoid
platform

Two
operators

The curtain
shall be
more

efficient

Two parts New
programme

Drooping
curtain

Human
power

Sensor Laser

The
connection

of the
hydraulic
pipes shall
be more
efficient

Integrated
plug Click system Quick release

connectors
Screws

The
connection

of the
cylinder and
the tools
shall be
more

pin
connection

Electric
screwdriver Cam

Clamping
device

Magnetic
force

Dovetail joint
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efficient
The trolley
shall be

friendly to
operators

Electronic
control
system

Light
material

Lubricant
New trolley

More
operators

The upper
cylinder

shall move
faster

New
programme

Shorten the
distance

Laser Human
power

Function 1: The machine shall detect the trolley is in the right position
The current problem for this machine is that it takes too much time to make tool in the right
position when it’s carried by the trolley. The group needs to figure out one solution to shorten
the time. According to the current situation, here are two feasible methods to solve the
problem.
 Sensor
If it’s under the assistance of the sensor, the tool will be moved more precise.

Figure 4.5.1 Sensor

 Triangular form slide
If the group can change the connection form to make it something like triangle, then the tool
will slide to the right position along with the slope of the triangle.
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Figure 4.5.2 Triangular form slide

 Trapezoid platform
If the group can make a trapezoid beam which will be easier to inserted to the machine.

Figure 4.5.3 Trapezoid platform

Function 2: The curtain shall be more efficient
The present situation is that there is too many movements for the curtain, it takes too much
time. The operator will be bored with the current curtain. Starts from the problem, the group
figure out two methods to solve it.
 Two parts
If the group can divided the curtain into two parts so one movement for each half curtain will
only cost half time. Because each half curtain only needs to run half the former distance. Just
like the following picture, the curtain( yellow parts) is divided into two parts.
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Figure 4.5.4 Two parts

 Drooping curtain
If the group can use this drooping curtain. This is quite common in the entrance of Chinese
supermarket, shopping mall or some other stores like that. Here in Sweden, the Swedish
people use automatic door instead. It’s a door with dozens of transparent plastic, the plastic
will keep vertical due to its weight. It is easy for person to enter the house because the curtain
is soft. People can open the curtain just like the picture shown below.

Figure 4.5.5 the picture of drooping curtain[8]

In the current situation, the curtain can protect the worker in the working process. When the
worker need to take out the tool, the only thing need to do is to open the curtain by hand and
hook it aside by hooks.
 Laser
If the group can develop a laser door which will isolate the machine with the operator. Every
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time when the operator needs to touch the tool, he/she only needs to press one button.

Figure 4.5.6 Laser

Function 3: The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall be more efficient
There are several hydraulic pipes which need to be connected to the machine. The connection
for the pipe is a quick connection, but there are too many pipes to connect, they are in the
different positon of the machine.
 Integrated plug
If the group can integrate all the pipes which will be used in the same situation in one plug.
Then every time the operator only need to plug in the all the pipes one time. It will save a lot
of time.

Figure 4.5.7 Integrated plug

 Quick release connectors
If the group can find out a quick release connectors which will make it easier to connect and
disconnect the pipes.
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Figure 4.5.8 Quick release connector

Function 4: The connection of the cylinder and the tools shall be more efficient
The current situation is that two bolts play the role. The upper cylinder and the tool will be
tightened when the operator screwed in the bolts. But as everyone knows, it needs a lot of
time to screw in the bolt. So the group needs to think out a method to shorten the time for this
connection.
 Pin connection
It’s quite simple and easy if the group can use pin connection. It could be something like the
pin used in the piston.

Figure 4.5.9 Pin connection

 Cam system
Considering that the radius is variable in a cam. The group can use this property to make a
clamping system to clamp the tool and the machine.
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Figure 4.5.10 Cam system

Function 5: The trolley shall be friendly to operators
The trolley is too heavy to be moved by the operator. The company needs a agile trolley
which will be more friendly for the operator.
 Electronic control system
If the group can add an electronic control system and let every movement driven by the motor,
that will be popular among the operators.
 Light material
If the group can find out a light material to replace the current material, then the weight of the
trolley will be reduced heavily. After that, it’ll be easy to move.
 Lubricant
If the group can use better lubricant to make every joint moves smoothly.

Function 6: The upper cylinder shall move faster
The upper cylinder moves too slow. The group needs to find out a solution to reduce the move
time.
 New programme
One easy and simple way is to fix the code in the current programme. The move speed can be
increased and make the speed changing point closer to the end point.
 Shorten the distance
The other way for solving this problem is to shorten the distance from the starting point to the
end point.

The different concepts are named as followed:
(function1)
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Concept 1: Sensors
Concept 2: Triangular form slide
Concept 3: Trapezoid platform
(function2)
Concept 1: Two parts
Concept 2: Drooping curtain
Concept 3: Laser
(function3)
Concept 1: Integrated plug
Concept 2: Quick release connectors
(function4)
Concept 1: Pin connection
Concept 2: Cam
(function5)
Concept 1: Electronic control system
Concept 2: Light material
Concept 3: Lubricant
(function6)
Concept 1: New programme
Concept 2: Shorten the distance

And these will be the alternatives for screening and scoring.These concepts will be screened
in light of the attributes named after the goals, like it is shown in the table 4.5.2. This table
shows the attribute name for each goal.

Table 4.5.2 System attributes
Goals Attribute name
Reduce the setup time by 50%. Reducing
Make the tool handling safe Safety
Make the tool easy to put it away Storing
Make the trolley easy to handle Handling
Make the trolley safe to handle Safety

Table 4.5.3, table 4.5.4, table 4.5.5, table 4.5.6, table 4.5.7 and table 4.5.8 shows the initial
screening for each function, and in the tables “+” means it is good and “-” means it is not
good enough. And in total we can get a result after calculating.
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In the table 4.5.3. Triangular form slide and Trapezoid platform have the higher score than
sensors because in the safety and handling they are better than sensors.

Table 4.5.3 Performing an initial screening of alternatives for function1
Attribute name Triangular form

slide
Trapezoid platform Sensors

Reducing + + +
Safety + + 0
Storing 0 0 0
Handling + + 0
Total 3 3 1

In the table 4.5.4 Drooping curtain has the high score than two parts because in the storing it
is better.

Table 4.5.4 Performing an initial screening of alternatives for function2
Attribute name Drooping curtain Two parts
Reducing + +
Safety 0 +
Storing + -
Handling + +
Total 3 2

In the table 4.5.5 Integrated plug has the high score than quick release connectors, because in
the storing it is better

Table 4.5.5 Performing an initial screening of alternatives for function3
Attribute name Integrated plug Quick release

connectors
Reducing + +
Safety + +
Storing + 0
Handling + +
Total 4 3
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In the table 4.5.6, Pin connection has the higher score than cam, because in the safety it is
better.

Table 4.5.6 Performing an initial screening of alternatives for function4
Attribute name Pin connection Cam
Reducing + +
Safety + -
Storing - -
Handling + +
Total 2 0

In the table 4.5.7, electronic control system has the high score than light material and
lubrication, because in the handling, reducing and safety it is better.

Table 4.5.7 Performing an initial screening of alternatives for function5
Attribute name Electronic control

system
Light material Lubricant

Reducing + 0 0
Safety + - +
Storing + + +
Handling + + 0
Total 4 1 2

In the table 4.5.8, new programme is has the higher score than shorten the distance, because in
the storing and handling it is better.

Table 4.5.8 Performing an initial screening of alternatives for function6
Attribute name New programme Shorten the

distance
Reducing + +
Safety 0 0
Storing + 0
Handling + -
Total 3 0

The main aim of these concepts is to reduce the setup time of this system. So in our case, all
these concepts are good. And they will be performed in the next step of scoring the
alternatives. Repeating the evaluation process for the remaining concepts by using a more
detailed rating scale and more detailed attribute weighting scheme.
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Table 4.5.9 shows the rating of the alternatives in the function1, after scoring “Triangular
form slide” has the highest score.

Table 4.5.9 Rating the alternatives in each attribute for function1
Attribute name Triangular form

slide
Trapezoid platform Sensors

Reducing 5 4 4
Safety 4 4 3
Storing 3 3 2
Handling 5 4 2
Total 17 15 11

Table 4.5.10 shows the rating of the alternatives in the function2, after scoring “Drooping
curtain” has the highest score.

Table 4.5.10 Rating the alternatives in each attribute for function2
Attribute name Drooping curtain Two parts
Reducing 4 3
Safety 4 3
Storing 4 4
Handling 4 4
Total 16 14

Table 4.5.11 shows the rating of the alternatives in the function3, after scoring “Integrated
plug” has the highest score.

Table 4.5.11 Rating the alternatives in each attribute for function3
Attribute name Integrated plug Quick release

connectors
Reducing 5 4
Safety 4 3
Storing 4 3
Handling 4 4
Total 17 14
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Table 4.5.12 shows the rating of the alternatives in the function4, after scoring “Pin
connection” has the highest score.

Table 4.5.12 Rating the alternatives in each attribute for function4
Attribute name Pin connection Cam
Reducing 5 4
Safety 4 3
Storing 3 2
Handling 4 3
Total 16 12

Table 4.5.13 shows the rating of the alternatives in the function5, after scoring “Electronic
control system” has the highest score.

Table 4.5.13 Rating the alternatives in each attribute for function5
Attribute name Electronic control

system
Light material Lubricant

Reducing 4 3 3
Safety 5 3 4
Storing 4 4 3
Handling 4 3 4
Total 17 13 14

Table 4.5.14 shows the rating of the alternatives in the function6, after scoring “New
programme” has the highest score.

Table 4.5.14 Rating the alternatives in each attribute for function6
Attribute name New programme Shorten the

distance
Reducing 4 3
Safety 4 3
Storing 4 3
Handling 4 3
Total 16 12

The simple plus-zero-minus rating system has been replaced with a more finely graded scale.
Tables above show the rating of these solutions.

Giving a weight for attribute will make it easier to see which concept is better by rating 1 to 5
and multiplying it with the weight of the attribute. Table 4.5.15 lists the weights of the
attributes and tables blow the table 4.5.15 show the rating system.
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Table 4.5.15 Attribute weights
Attribute name Weights
Reducing 0,6
Safety 0,3
Storing 0,05
Handling 0,05
Total 1

In the table 4.5.16 after comparing the concepts in function 1 “Triangular form slide” wins the
rating and will be developed. “Triangular form slide” has the best rating for the highest
attributes.

Table 4.5.16 Design concept rating for function1

Weights
Triangular
form slide

Weighte
d score

Trapezoid
platform

Weighted
score

Sensors
Weighted
score

Reducin
g

0,6 5 3 4 2.4 4 2.4

Safety 0,3 4 1.2 4 1.2 3 0.9
Storing 0,05 3 0.15 3 0.15 2 0.1
Handling 0,05 5 0.25 4 0.2 2 0.1
Total 4.6 3.95 3.5
Rank 1 2 3
Continue Develop No No

In the table 4.5.17 after comparing the concepts in function 2 “Drooping curtain” wins the
rating and will be developed. “Drooping curtain” has the best rating for the highest attributes.

Table 4.5.17 Design concept rating for function2

Weights
Drooping
curtain

Weighte
d score

Two parts
Weighted
score

Reducin
g

0,6 4 2.4 3 1.8

Safety 0,3 4 1.2 3 0.9
Storing 0,05 4 0.2 4 0.2
Handling 0,05 4 0.2 4 0.2
Total 4 3.1
Rank 1 2
Continue Develop No

In the table 4.5.18 after comparing the concepts in function 3 “Integrated plug” wins the
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rating and will be developed. “Integrated plug” has the best rating for the highest attributes.

Table 4.5.18 Design concept rating for function3

Weights
Integrated
plug

Weighte
d score

Quick
release
connectors

Weighted
score

Reducin
g

0,6 5 3.0 4 2.4

Safety 0,3 4 1.2 3 0.9
Storing 0,05 4 0.2 3 0.15
Handling 0,05 4 0.2 4 0.2
Total 4.6 3.65
Rank 1 2
Continue Develop No

In the table 4.5.19 after comparing the concepts in function 4 “Pin connection” wins the rating
and will be developed. “Pin connection” has the best rating for the highest attributes.

Table 4.5.19 Design concept rating for function4

Weights
Pin
connection

Weighte
d score

Cam
Weighted
score

Reducin
g

0,6 5 3.0 4 2.4

Safety 0,3 4 1.2 3 0.9
Storing 0,05 3 0.15 2 0.1
Handling 0,05 4 0.2 3 0.15
Total 4.55 3.55
Rank 1 2
Continue Develop No
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In the table 4.5.20 after comparing the concepts in function 5 “Electronic control system”
wins the rating and will be developed. “Electronic control system” has the best rating for the
highest attributes.

Table 4.5.20 Design concept rating for function5

Weights
Electronic
control
system

Weighte
d score

Light
material

Weighted
score

Lubricant
Weighted
score

Reducin
g

0,6 4 2.4 3 1.8 3 1.8

Safety 0,3 5 1.5 3 0.9 4 1.2
Storing 0,05 4 0.2 4 0.2 3 0.15
Handling 0,05 4 0.2 3 0.15 4 0.2
Total 4.3 3.05 3.35
Rank 1 3 2
Continue Develop No No

In the table 4.5.21 after comparing the concepts in function 6 “New programme” wins the
rating and will be developed. “New programme” has the best rating for the highest attributes.

Table 4.5.21 Design concept rating for function6

Weights
New
programme

Weighte
d score

Shorten
the
distance

Weighted
score

Reducin
g

0,6 4 2.4 3 1.8

Safety 0,3 4 1.2 3 0.9
Storing 0,05 4 0.2 3 0.15
Handling 0,05 4 0.2 3 0.15
Total 4 3
Rank 1 2
Continue Develop No
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Table 4.5.22 lists the solutions which are chosen by the team through comparing and
calculating. So the solutions are reasonable and good among the ideas the team have to solve
the problems given by the company.

Table 4.5.22 Best solution for the functions
Functions Solutions

The machine shall detect the trolley is in the
right position

Triangular form slide

The curtain shall be more efficient Drooping curtain
The connection of the hydraulic pipes shall
be more efficient

Integrated plug

The connection of the cylinder and the tools
shall be more efficient

Pin connection

The trolley shall be friendly to operators Electronic control system
The upper cylinder shall move faster New programme
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4.6 Develop the Architecture
The Operational Description Template (ODT) (see appendix table 1.3) describes the
behaviour of the subsystems, identifies the interfaces and the system states. The Targets for
the behaviour are also set. The subsystems are taken from chapter 4 and 5.

More subjects (state and timing) are added to the table 4.6.1. This table shows what are
happening in detail from when the system stops producing till starting the production again. It
shows in detail the relationship between the subsystems, the states and the timing for each
action the operator does.

Table 4.6.1 shows an overview of the system behaviors, it describes how the subsystem reacts
for each action.
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Table 4.6.1 Object-Oriented view
System for reducing the setup time

Machine Trolley Tool
Triangular form
slide

Drooping curtain Integrated plug Pin connection New programme Electronic control

The triangular
form slide is
used to ensure
the tool in the
proper position

The drooping
curtain is hooked
to open the door

The plug is
removed from
the tool

The pin is
removed to
disconnect the
upper tool with
the machine

The upper cylinder
is moved up by
using the new
programme

The trolley is moved
in to load the tool

The tool is fully
disconnected from
the machine

Release the
hook, the curtain
is closed

The integrated
plug is inserted
to connect the
hydraulic pipes

The pin is
removed to
disconnect the
lower tool with
the machine

The upper cylinder
is moved down by
using the new
programme

The trolley is moved
out with carrying
the tool

The current tool is
stored

The drooping
curtain is hooked
to open the door

The pin is used to
lock the lower
tool

The trolley is moved
in by carrying the
tool

The tool is placed in
the machine

Release the
hook, the curtain
is closed

The pin is used to
lock the upper
tool

The trolley is moved
out without the tool

The tool is fully
connected to the
machine
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Table 4.6.2 shows the relationship between the subsystem behaviors and originating
requirements. Such as DR.1 “The drooping curtain is hooked to open the door”, it is derived
from OR. 11 “The machine shall be flexible”.

Table 4.6.2 Trace to originating requirements
Index Derived Functional Requirement Function Name Derived From

DR. 1
The drooping curtain is hooked to
open the door

Open curtain OR. 11

DR. 2 The plug is removed from the tool Remove plug OR. 5, OR. 14

DR. 3
The pin is removed to disconnect
the upper tool with the machine

Remove pin OR. 5, OR. 11

DR. 4
Release the hook, the curtain is
closed

Close curtain OR. 11

DR. 5
The upper cylinder is moved up by
using the new programme

Move upper cylinder OR. 1, OR. 2

DR. 6
The drooping curtain is hooked to
open the door

Open curtain
OR. 6, OR. 8,
OR. 11

DR. 7
The trolley is moved in to load the
tool

Load tool OR. 9

DR. 8
The pin is removed to disconnect
the lower tool with the machine

Disconnect tool OR. 5, OR. 14

DR. 9
The tool is fully disconnected
from the machine

Tool disconnected OR. 9

DR. 10
The trolley is moved out with
carrying the tool

Move out trolley OR. 6, OR. 7

DR. 11 The current tool is stored Tool stored OR. 9

DR. 12
The trolley is moved in by
carrying the tool

Move in trolley
OR. 4, OR. 5,
OR. 6, OR. 7

DR. 13
The triangular form slide is used
to ensure the tool in the proper
position

Ensure tool OR. 9

DR. 14 The tool is placed in the machine Tool placed OR. 4, OR. 5

DR. 15
The pin is used to lock the lower
tool

Lock lower tool OR. 5, OR. 11

DR. 16
The trolley is moved out without
the tool

Move out trolley OR. 1

DR. 17
The integrated plug is inserted to
connect the hydraulic pipes

Insert plug OR. 11

DR. 18
Release the hook, the curtain is
closed

Close curtain OR. 11

DR. 19 The upper cylinder is moved down Move down cylinder OR. 11
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by using the new programme

DR. 20
The pin is used to lock the upper
tool

Lock upper tool OR. 5

DR. 21
The tool is fully connected to the
machine

Connect tool OR. 1, OR. 5

The requirements trace matrix (see appendix table 1.3) shows the same information as table
4.6.2 but it’s easier to see the relation between the derived requirements and originating
requirements.
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Table 4.6.3 Reordered functional interrelationships

Table 4.6.3 clarifies interactions between subsystems. The functions are listed in horizontal and vertical where the ‘’T’’ stands for Triggers and
‘’P’’ for Precedes.

(Row) acts on
or influences
(column)

O
pe
n
cu
rta
in

R
em
ov
e
pl
ug

R
em
ov
e
pi
n

C
lo
se
cu
rta
in

M
ov
e
up
pe
rc
yl
in
de
r

O
pe
n
cu
rta
in

Lo
ad
to
ol

D
is
co
nn
ec
tt
oo
l

To
ol
di
sc
on
ne
ct
ed

M
ov
e
ou
tt
ro
lle
y

To
ol
st
or
ed

M
ov
e
in
tro
lle
y

En
su
re
to
ol

To
ol
pl
ac
ed

Lo
ck
lo
w
er
to
ol

M
ov
e
ou
tt
ro
lle
y

In
se
rt
pl
ug

C
lo
se
cu
rta
in

M
ov
e
do
w
n
cy
lin
de
r

Lo
ck
up
pe
rt
oo
l

C
on
ne
ct
to
ol

Open curtain T P
Remove plug T P
Remove pin T P
Close curtain T
Move upper
cylinder
Open curtain T
Load tool P
Disconnect tool
Tool
disconnected

T

Move out
trolley
Tool stored T
Move in trolley
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Ensure tool T
Tool placed
Lock lower
tool

T

Move out
trolley
Insert plug T
Close curtain
Move down
cylinder

T

Lock upper
tool

T

Connect tool
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Table 4.6.4 shows a summarized state change from the operational description template. Such
as the “loaded, stable” will be un loaded after tool disconnected.

Table4.6.4 Summarize state changes
(Event)
Change states
from, to

Lo
ad
ed
,

st
ab
le

U
nl
oa
de
d

Lo
ad
ed
,

un
st
ab
le

Lo
ad
ed
,

st
ab
le

Loaded, stable Tool
disconnected

Unloaded Tool
placed

Loaded, unstable Tool
connected

Loaded, stable

In table 4.6.5 the interfaces are clearly identified. The external and internal entities are
without/within the box (loop).

Table 4.6.5 Interface matrix

System for reducing the setup time

(Event)
Relates
subsyste
m to O

pe
ra
to
r

M
ac
hi
ne

Tr
ia
ng
ul
ar

fo
rm
sl
id
e

D
ro
op
in
g

cu
rta
in

In
te
gr
at
ed

pl
ug

Pi
n

co
nn
ec
tio
n

N
ew
pr
og
ra
m
m
e

Tr
ol
le
y

El
ec
tro
ni
c

co
nt
ro
l

To
ol

Operator
Operates Handle

Chang
e

Sy
st
em

fo
rr
ed
uc
in
g
th
e
se
tu
p
tim
e

Machine Hold
Triangul
ar form
slide

Detect Hold

Droopin
g curtain

Protect

Integrate
d plug
Pin
connecti
on

Lock Lock

New
program

Speed
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me
Trolley Move in Hold
Electron
ic
control

Move

Tool

Table 4.6.6 shows the results of a reordering of the interface matrix for the system. Because of
the degree of interconnection design teams can easily work together.

Table 4.6.6 Reorder and regroup subsystems
Mechanical system Electrical system

(Event)
relates
subsyste
m to

Machine Tool
Trolle
y

Triangula
r form
slide

Droopin
g curtain

Integr
ated
plug

Pin
connecti
on

New
program
me

Electronic
control

Machine Hold Designed
Tool
Trolley Place in

M
ec
ha
ni
ca
ls
ys
te
m

Triangula
r form
slide

Detect

Drooping
curtain

Integrated
plug

Pin
connectio
n

Lock Lock

El
ec
tri
c
sy
st
em

New
program
me

Electronic
control Move
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Table 4.6.7 summarizes what is known about the links in the design for the system. This link matrix will become a critical tool in interface
design.
Table 4.6.7 Define links

(Event)
Relates
subsystem
to

Operator Machine
Triangular
form slide

Drooping
curtain

Integrated
plug

Pin
connection

New
programme

Trolley
Electronic
control

Tool

Operator Manual
contact

Manual
contact

Manual
contact

Manual
contact

Manual
contact

Manual
contact

Machine Mechanical
connection

Mechanical
connection

Mechanical
connection

Mechanical
connection

Electrical
connection

Mechanical
connection

Triangular
form slide

Mechanical
connection

Drooping
curtain
Integrated
plug
Pin
connection

Mechanical
connection

New
programme

Electrical
connection

Trolley Electrical
connection

Mechanical
connection

Electronic
control
Tool
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The team needs to consider the connection between the tool and trolley and machine which is revealed in table 4.6.8.
Table 4.6.8 Identify emergent interactions

(Row)
negatively
affects
(column) by O

pe
ra
to
r

M
ac
hi
ne

Tr
ia
ng
ul
ar

fo
rm
sl
id
e

D
ro
op
in
g

cu
rta
in

In
te
gr
at
ed

pl
ug

Pi
n

co
nn
ec
tio
n

N
ew
pr
og
ra
m
m
e

Tr
ol
le
y

El
ec
tro
ni
c

co
nt
ro
l

To
ol

Operator

Machine Vibration
Triangular
form slide
Drooping
curtain
Integrated
plug
Pin
connection
New
programme
Trolley

Electronic
control
Tool Weight acts

as
counterbala
nce

Weight acts
as
counterbala
nce

Vibration
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After the design phase, the following text and pictures show the detail description of the
design.

Figure 4.6.1 Front view

Figure 4.6.1 shows the total view of the front end-forming machine system.

Figure 4.6.2 View with tool
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The above figure shows the total view with all the fixed parts. After the modification, as you
can see, the height of the lower part which is on the support is changed. So the c-frame have
to be fixed to assembly the new parts, where the c-frame is not shown in this picture.

Figure 4.6.3 View without tool

Figure 4.6.3 shows all the fixed parts. The tool will be carried by the trolley with the beam in
the square tube. Then the tool will be put on the machine. With the help of the triangular form
slide, it will be easier to put the tool on the machine. The stopped beam which is shown in
Figure 4.6.4 will ensure that the lower tool is in the proper position. When the tool is on the
machine and in the right position, the pin will be used to lock the tool. As the former steps
have ensured that the tool is in the proper position, the pin will be easy to insert in the hole.
From the back view, Based on this, the problem “It takes too much time to connect the
trolley with the machine and make sure the trolley is in the right position” will be solved.
Besides, after the discussion with the company, considering that the total weight of the tool is
around 400kg, the company also mentioned that there is a huge bending moment there in the
tool. So here the group has put the square tube in the middle and use two triangular form
slides to keep it in balance.
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Figure 4.6.4 Stopped beam

The previous connection for the upper tool and the upper machine is by bolts. It takes too
much time to tighten the screw. Similar to the lower connection, the group put forward pin
connection. As shown in figure 4.6.5 The upper tool will be fixed to the tool by bolts. The
upper machine will be moved down by the machine, when the upper tool is getting closer to
the upper tool, the sensor detected that it’s closer to the tool, then the pin will be used to lock
the upper tool. Based on this, the problem “It takes too much time to connect machine and
tools” will be solved.

Figure 4.6.5 Pin connection

Figure 4.6.5 shows the concept of integrated pipe plug. The group use one plug to integrate all
the pipes which are used in the same situation together. By this, the operator only needs to
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connect one plug. The extra requirement is that half of the pipes must be connected to the tool
before the assembly. The solution is that the company can add one more person there who can
assist the operator to connect the pipes before the tool is moved by the trolley. By using this
integrated pipe plug. The problem “Too many hydraulic pipes to connect” will be solved.

Figure 4.6.6 Integrated pipe plug

As the figure 4.6.7 shows, the group use drooping curtain to replace the former curtain. It’s a
simple friendly curtain. If the curtain needs to be open, the operator can use two hooks to
hook the curtain. If the operator wants to check something during the working process, the
operator only needs to reach his/her hands through the curtain. Also the curtain should be
transparent so that the operator can see what happens through the curtain. By this, the
problem “The curtain moves too many times during the production” will be solved.
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Figure 4.6.7 Droop curtain
The group thought that the exist programme can be fixed to make the upper cylinder moves
faster. Also the speed changing point can be fixed to make it closer to the end point. Due to
this, the problem “The upper cylinder moves too slowly” will be solved.
The trolley will be fixed to add a motor. Considering that the group has poor knowledge in
electronic area. The company also mentioned that the group only needs to keep the attention
on the machine instead of the trolley. The group only give the idea for solving the trolley
problem. The idea is that adding an electronic control system to the trolley. By this, a motor
will also be added. The motor with the control system will supply a extra power to the
operator to make the trolley light and friendly. This will solve the problem “The trolley is
too heavy to move by hand”. When solving the problems, the group uses the article written
by Xixia Huang and Xiangpin Kong[9].
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4.7 The Product Design Phase
This chapter mainly involves the engineering drawing. Due to the project is just a conceptual
design. The group only needs to give the idea for the company. In this chapter only sketch will
be presented. Detail dimension, tolerance and surface finish will also not be included here.
The sketch for drooping curtain and integrated pipe plug will also not be shown here.

Assembly sketch
The figure 4.7.1 shows the assembly view of the connection part for the machine and the tool.
The dimension is not given here.

Figure 4.7.1 Assembly view of the modified parts
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Component sketches
Figure 4.7.2 gives the 2D view of the lower machine, this part will be mounted to the support
frame of the machine. The dimensions in this picture is not referable.

Figure 4.7.2 View of the lower machine
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Figure 4.7.3 shows the view of the lower tool, this part will be put on the lower
machine(Figure 4.7.2) by the trolley. The whole tool will be mounted on this part.

Figure 4.7.3 View of the lower tool
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This view shows the square tube. It will be fixed to the lower tool by screws. The beam from
the trolley will be insert in this tube to carry the tool.

Figure 4.7.4 View of the square tube
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This is the view of the upper machine, this part will be mounted to the machine. The machine
runs through this part to move up and down the upper tool.

Figure 4.7.5 View of the upper machine
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This shows the view of the upper tool, this part will be mounted to the upper machine by a big
pin.

Figure 4.7.6 View of the upper tool
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4.8 Validating the design
Now the design needs to be validated. To ensure that the system satisfies the requirements and
the customer for whom it’s being built.

Table 4.8.1 list the design documentation components considered in this text. This table is
used as a checklist of the documentation required before conducting the design review.

Table 4.8.1 Checklist for design review entry criteria
Design entry criteria
Mission statement or operational need
statement
Use case behaviors
Functional requirements
Voice of the customer and product objectives
Competitive analysis
Performance requirements
House of quality documentation
Customer value propositions
Major design alternatives
Integrated product concepts
Pugh- analysis of major design decisions
Operational description templates
Functional interrelationships matrix
State change matrix
Interface, link, and interaction matrices
Test plan
Failure modes and effects analysis
Project development schedule

The behavioral test procedures (see appendix table 1.4) shows the operational description
templates for the behaviour “operator install tool” extended with test information. This table
is extended with two columns. The first column is “expected result” and the second is “actual
result”. In this case the system can’t be tested so the “actual result” is left empty.
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Table 4.8.2 is a test plan for the main behavioral tests of the system for reducing the setup
time. The exit conditions are based on the results for each test procedure that are considered to
be sufficient for the subsystems to be safe in each aspect.

Table 4.8.2 Behavioral test plan
Test
number

Test method Test facilities
Entry
conditions

Exit conditions

TP. 1 Test procedure:
operator
disconnect the
tool

Operator,
tool,
machine

Completed
prototype

Operator is able to
disconnect the tool after
make sure that the tool is on
the right position.

TP. 2 Test procedure:
operator moves
the trolley

Trolley, tool,
Electric
control

Completed
prototype

Operator is able to move the
trolley 6 M times without the
tool falls and with the help
from electric control.

TP. 3 Test procedure:
operator stores
the tool

Storage, Completed
prototype

TP. 4 Test procedure:
operator
connect the
tool

Triangular
form slide,
Pin
connection,
tool,
machine

Completed
prototype

Operator is able to detect that
the tool is properly on the
right position with the help
of triangular form slide and
use the pin connection to
lock the tool.

TP. 5 Test procedure:
operator start
the new
production

Integrated
plug,
New
programme,
tool,
machine

Completed
prototype

Operator is able to detect that
the new tool is recognised.
And the hydraulic pipes
should be connected quickly,
the new programme should
help the cylinder move more
efficiently.
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It is necessary to verify the non-behavioral requirements. Table 4.8.3 shows requirements that are from the house of quality analysis (Chapter
4.2).

Table 4.8.3 Test methodologies for non-behavioral requirements
Req. No. Requirement Abstract

name
Test no. Test method Verification

method
Test facilities Entry

conditions
Exit
conditions

OR. 11
The machine shall be
flexible Flexible

TP.6 Load the
machine

A Machine Completed
prototype

Load time
does not
exceed 2 min

OR. 12
The machine shall attract
the operator

Attract
TP.7 Inspect the

machine
A Machine Completed

prototype
Nice design

OR. 13

The machine shall be
made out of steel

Steel

TP.8 Durability
and surface
strength

A None Detailed
design
drawings

Calculated
material
satisfies
requirement

OR. 14
The tool shall have round
shapes Shapes

TP.9 Inspect
design
drawing

A None Detailed
design
drawings

No edges
radius below
3mm

OR. 15
The tool shall have a
good system to lock fast
and safe

lock
system

TP.10 Calculate
from design
drawings

A None Detailed
design
drawings

Locking time
below 30
seconds

OR. 16

The storage volume of
the trolley should not
exceed 1 m3

Storage
volume

TP.11 Calculate
from design
drawings

A None Detailed
design
drawings

Calculated
weight
satisfies
requirement

OR. 17 The trolley should at least Lift TP.12 Calculate A None Detailed Calculated
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lift 500 kg from design
drawings

design
drawings

weight
satisfies
requirement

OR. 18

The weight of the trolley
should not exceed 800 kg

Weight

TP.13 Weigh the
trolley

A None Detailed
design
drawings

Calculated
weight
satisfies
requirement

Table 4.8.4 checks each derived functional requirement for the system and maps it to a test procedure as well as back to an originating
requirement.
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Table 4.8.4 Tracing test procedures to originating requirements
Index Derived Functional Requirement Function Name Derived From Teat procedure

DR. 1
The drooping curtain is hooked to open the
door

Open curtain OR. 11 TP. 6

DR. 2 The plug is removed from the tool Remove plug OR. 5, OR. 14 TP. 1

DR. 3
The pin is removed to disconnect the upper
tool with the machine

Remove pin OR. 5, OR. 11 TP. 1

DR. 4 Release the hook, the curtain is closed Close curtain OR. 11 TP. 6

DR. 5
The upper cylinder is moved up by using
the new programme

Move upper cylinder OR. 1, OR. 2 TP. 4

DR. 6
The drooping curtain is hooked to open the
door

Open curtain
OR. 6, OR. 8,
OR. 11

TP. 6

DR. 7 The trolley is moved in to load the tool Load tool OR. 9 TP. 2

DR. 8
The pin is removed to disconnect the lower
tool with the machine

Disconnect tool OR. 5, OR. 14 TP. 1

DR. 9
The tool is fully disconnected from the
machine

Tool disconnected OR. 9 TP. 1

DR. 10
The trolley is moved out with carrying the
tool

Move out trolley OR. 6, OR. 7 TP. 2

DR. 11 The current tool is stored Tool stored OR. 9 TP. 3

DR. 12
The trolley is moved in by carrying the
tool

Move in trolley
OR. 4, OR. 5,
OR. 6, OR. 7

TP. 2

DR. 13
The triangular form slide is used to ensure
the tool in the proper position

Ensure tool OR. 9 TP. 6

DR. 14 The tool is placed in the machine Tool placed OR. 4, OR. 5 TP. 4
DR. 15 The pin is used to lock the lower tool Lock lower tool OR. 5, OR. 11 TP. 4
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DR. 16 The trolley is moved out without the tool Move out trolley OR. 1 TP. 2

DR. 17
The integrated plug is inserted to connect
the hydraulic pipes

Insert plug OR. 11 TP. 4

DR. 18 Release the hook, the curtain is closed Close curtain OR. 11 TP. 6

DR. 19
The upper cylinder is moved down by
using the new programme

Move down cylinder OR. 11 TP. 5

DR. 20 The pin is used to lock the upper tool Lock upper tool OR. 5 TP. 4
DR. 21 The tool is fully connected to the machine Connect tool OR. 1, OR. 5 TP. 4
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Table 4.8.5 traces test procedures associated with non-behavioral requirements to those
requirements.

Table 4.8.5. Tracing test procedure to non-behavioral originating requirements
Req. No. Non-behavioral

requirements
Abstract
name

Test
procedure

OR. 11
The machine shall be
flexible

Flexible
TP.6

OR. 12
The machine shall attract
the operator

Attract
TP.7

OR. 13
The machine shall be
made out of steel

Steel
TP.8

OR. 14
The tool shall have round
shapes

Shapes
TP.9

OR. 15
The tool shall have a
good system to lock fast
and safe

lock
system

TP.10

OR. 16
The storage volume of
the trolley should not
exceed 1 m3

Storage
volume

TP.11

OR. 17
The trolley should at least
lift 500 kg

Lift
TP.12

OR. 18
The weight of the trolley
should not exceed 800 kg

Weight
TP.13
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A verification cross-reference matrix is constructed to check the completeness of the test plan. Table 4.8.6 maps test procedures to originating
requirements. An “x” in the matrix indicates that a particular test procedure is used to verify a particular originating requirement.

Table 4.8.6. Verification cross-reference matrix (VCRM)
Test
no.

OR.
1

OR.
2

OR.
3

OR.
4

OR.
5

OR.
6

OR.
7

OR.
8

OR.
9

OR.
10

OR.
11

OR.
12

OR.
13

OR.
14

OR.
15

OR.
16

OR.
17

OR.
18

TP. 1 X
TP. 2 X X
TP. 3 X
TP. 4 X X X X
TP. 5 X X X
TP. 6 X
TP. 7 X
TP.8 X
TP.9 X
TP.10 X
TP.11 X
TP.12 X
TP.13 X
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Table 4.8.7 lists the failure modes for the subsystems. Each failure mode is assigned a number
and that one subsystem can experience many failure modes.

Table 4.8.7 Identify failure modes at this level
Failure
mode No.

Identification of item Failure mode

F.1 Machine Failure to hold
F.2 Failure to detect
F.3 Failure to secure
F.4 Failure to change
F.5 Trolley Failure to balance
F.6 Failure to move
F.7 Failure to detect
F.8 Failure to secure
F.9 Failure to lock
F.10 Tool Failure to connect
F.11 Failure to lock

Table 4.8.8 applies the thinking of the failure modes identified in table 3.6.8. The first is that
by picturing the machine can’t hold the tool, it’s identified a potential source of injury to the
operator.

Table 4.8.8 Assess impact of failure at this and level
Failure
mode No.

Identification of item Failure mode Failure effects (a. Local b.
system c. Mission)

F.1 Machine Failure to hold b. Machine can’t hold the
tool; c. Failed mission

F.2 Failure to detect b. Triangular form slide
can’t detect the tool; c.
Degraded mission

F.3 Failure to secure b. Triangular form slide
can’t secure the tool; c.
Degraded mission

F.4 Failure to change b. Machine can’t change the
tool, c. Failed mission

F.5 Trolley Failure to balance b. Trolley can’t balance the
tool; c. Failed mission

F.6 Failure to move b. Trolley can’t move the
tool; c. Failed mission

F.7 Failure to detect b. Trolley can’t detect the
tool; c. Degraded mission
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F.8 Failure to secure b. Trolley can’t secure the
tool; c. Degraded mission

F.9 Failure to lock b. Trolley can’t lock the tool
on it, c. Degraded mission

F.10 Tool Failure to connect b. Tool can’t be connected;
c. Failed mission

F.11 Failure to lock Tool can’t be locked; c.
Failed mission

Table 4.8.9 lists possible causes for the failure modes of the system. There can be multiple
possible causes for the same failure mode, as the machine fail to hold the tool; it can harm the
operator and the tool maybe break.

Table 4.8.9. Brainstorm possible causes
Failure
mode
No.

Identification of
item

Failure mode Failure effects (a.
Local b. system c.
Mission)

Possible cause

F.1 Machine Failure to hold b. Machine can’t
hold the tool; c.
Failed mission

Tool is too heavy

Pin system is
broken

F.2 Failure to detect b. Triangular form
slide can’t detect
the tool; c.
Degraded mission

Stones on the
triangular form
slide

F.3 Failure to secure b. Triangular form
slide can’t secure
the tool; c.
Degraded mission

Triangular form
slide is broken

F.4 Failure to change b. Machine can’t
change the tool, c.
Failed mission

Machine is
broken.
Out of power

F.5 Trolley Failure to balance b. Trolley can’t
balance the tool; c.
Failed mission

Trolley is too light

Tool is too heavy

F.6 Failure to move b. Trolley can’t
move the tool; c.
Failed mission

Wheel is broken

F.7 Failure to detect b. Trolley can’t
detect the tool; c.

Lift is broken
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Degraded mission
F.8 Failure to secure b. Trolley can’t

secure the tool; c.
Degraded mission

The key system is
broken

F.9 Failure to lock b. Trolley can’t
lock the tool on it,
c. Degraded
mission

The key system is
broken

F.10 Tool Failure to connect b. Tool can’t be
connected; c.
Failed mission

Triangular form
slide on the
machine is broken

F.11 Failure to lock Tool can’t be
locked; c. Failed
mission

Pin system is
broken

Different kinds of risks may require different severity scales. Table 4.8.10 displays a severity
scale that is used frequently in industry.

Table 4.8.10 Rating system for severity impact
Severity Description Explanation
1 None Variation within performance limits
2 Very minor Variation correctable during production
3 Minor Reparable within 10 minutes
4 Very low Reparable within 30 minutes
5 Low Reparable within 1 hour
6 Moderate Reparable within 4 hours
7 High Not worth repair: degraded functionality or capability
8 Very high Not worth repair: mission failure

9
Hazardous-with
warning

Affects safety of operator and others but with advance
warning

10
Hazardous-without
warning

Affects safety of operator and others but with no advance
warning
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Table 4.8.11 lists the likelihood of occurrence of a possible cause. MTTF means the mean
time to failure.

Table 4.8.11 Rating system for likelihood of occurrence
Occurrence Description

1 MTTF is 50 times greater than user’s required time
2 MTTF is 20 times greater than user’s required time
3 MTTF is 10 times greater than user’s required time
4 MTTF is six times greater than user’s required time
5 MTTF is four times greater than user’s required time
6 MTTF is two times greater than user’s required time
7 MTTF is equal to user’s required time
8 MTTF is 60% of user’s required time
9 MTTF is 30% of user’s required time
10 MTTF is 10% of user’s required time

Table 4.8.12 shows the every kind of possibility for detecting the failure in the system. From
“Detected by self-test” to “Absolute uncertainty”.

Table 4.8.12 Rating system for likelihood of detecting the failure
Detection Description

1 Detected by self-test
2 Easily detected by standard visual inspection or ATE

3
Symptom can be detected. The technician would know exactly what the
source of the failure is

4
Symptom can be detected at test bench. There are more than 2-4 possible
candidates for the technician to find out the sources of failure mode

5
Symptom can be detected at test bench. There are more than 5-10 possible
candidates for the technician to find out the sources of failure mode

6
Symptom can be detected at test bench. There are more than 10 possible
candidates for the technician to find out the sources of failure mode

7
The system can be detected, and it required considerable engineering
knowledge/resource to determine the source/cause

8
The symptom can be detected by the design control, but no way to determine
the source/cause of failure mode

9
Very remote. Very remote chance the design control will detect a potential
cause/mechanism and subsequent failure mode. Theoretically the defect can
be detected, but high chance would be ignored by the operators

10
Absolute uncertainty. Design control will not and/or cannot detect a potential
cause/mechanism and subsequent failure mode; or there is no design control
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The completed FMECA worksheet (see appendix table 1.5) shows the completed FMEA
worksheet in which the judgment of the severity associated with each negative outcome is
included. FMECAmeans failure mode, effects and criticality analysis.
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4.9 Executing the design
Table 4.9.1 displays a possible work breakdown structure for the system for reducing setup
time project. The subsystems has to be developed, this is done by designing the subsystems,
build them and test them.

Table 4.9.1 Work breakdown structure
Design systems

Develop subsystem requirements
Design, build and test subsystems

Develop machine
Design Triangular form slide
Build Triangular form slide
Test Triangular form slide
Design Drooping curtain
Build Drooping curtain
Test Drooping curtain
Design Integrated plug
Build Integrated plug
Test Integrated plug
Design Pin connection
Build Pin connection
Test Pin connection
Design New programme
Build New programme
Test New programme

Develop tool
Design Pin connection
Build Pin connection
Test Pin connection
Design locking system
Build locking system
Test locking system

Develop trolley
Design Electronic control
Build Electronic control
Test Electronic control
Design lift system
Build lift system
Test lift system

Integrate subsystems into working prototype
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Verify system requirements
Conduct behavioral tests

Test procedure: Operator use the pin connection
Test procedure: Operator use the trolley
Test procedure: Operator use the triangular form slide
Test procedure: Operator use the drooping curtain
Test procedure: Operator use the new programme
Test procedure: Operator use the integrated plug

Conduct non-behavioral tests
Storage volume
Maximum weight of the tool
Minimum lifting capacity of the trolley
Tensile strength of the material
Speed and break of the trolley

Table 4.9.2 shows the duration estimated for the system of reducing the set up time task. It’s
difficult to make these estimates with no experience but sometimes duration can be quite good
estimated.

Table 4.9.2 Estimate task duration
Activity no. Activity name Duration (Hours)
A.01 Develop subsystem requirements 1
A.02 Design Triangular form slide 0.5
A.03 Build Triangular form slide 1
A.04 Test Triangular form slide 0.5
A.05 Design Drooping curtain 0.5
A.06 Build Drooping curtain 1
A.07 Test Drooping curtain 0.5
A.08 Design Integrated plug 0.75
A.09 Build Integrated plug 0.75
A.10 Test Integrated plug 0.5
A.11 Design Pin connection 0.5
A.12 Build Pin connection 1
A.13 Test Pin connection 0.5
A.14 Design New programme 0.75
A.15 Build New programme 0.75
A.16 Test New programme 0.5
A.17 Design Pin connection 0.5
A.18 Build Pin connection 1
A.19 Test Pin connection 0.5
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A.20 Design locking system 0.75
A.21 Build locking system 0.75
A.22 Test locking system 0.5
A.23 Design Electronic control 0.5
A.24 Build Electronic control 1
A.25 Test Electronic control 0.5
A.26 Design lift system 0.75
A.27 Build lift system 0.75
A.28 Test lift system 0.5
TP.1 Test procedure: Operator use the pin connection 0,15
TP.2 Test procedure: Operator use the trolley 0,5
TP.3 Test procedure: Operator use the triangular form slide 0,6
TP.4 Test procedure: Operator use the drooping curtain 0,7
TP.5 Test procedure: Operator use the new programme 0,4
TP.6 Test procedure: Operator use the integrated plug 0,5
TP.7 Storage volume 0,2
TP.8 Maximum weight of the tool 0,2
TP.9 Minimum lifting capacity of the trolley 0,2
TP.10 Tensile strength of the material 0,2
TP.11 Speed and break of the trolley 0,2

Total 22.85

It’s difficult to build something that is not designed and fully tested and something that is not
built. The task inputs and outputs (see appendix table 1.6) shows task input-output task. The
cells of the matrix describe what output from one task is needed as input for another task to
begin.
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Table 4.9.3 list the deliverable types that are used in task inputs and outputs matrix.

Table 4.9.3 Deliverable types for task input and output matrix
Number Deliverable type
D.1 Subsystem requirements and interface

specifications
D.2 Drawings
D.3 Full assembly
D.4 Preliminary dimensions
D.5 Tested full assembly
D.6 Finalized dimensions
D.7 Bill of materials
D.8 Approved bill of materials
D.9 Process plan
D.10 Prototype
D.11 Approval of safety
D.12 Working prototype

Table 4.9.4 shows the summery of task inputs and outputs matrix. It easier to see the
relationship between the inputs and the outputs.

Table 4.9.4 Summarized deliverable and input-output relationships

Deliverable type
Required as output from
task(s) Required as input to task(s)

Subsystem requirements
and interface
specifications
Drawings A.02, A.05, A.08, A.11, A.14,

A.17, A.20, A.23, A.26
A.03, A.06, A.09, A.12, A.15,
A.18, A.21, A.24, A.27

Full assembly A.04, A.07, A.10, A.13, A.16,
A.19, A.22, A.25, A.28

TP.02, TP.04, TP.05, TP.06

Preliminary dimensions
Tested full assembly
Finalized dimensions
Bill of materials
Approved bill of materials
Process plan
Prototype
Approval of safety
Working prototype A.03, A.06, A.09, A.12, A.15,

A.18, A.21, A.24, A.27
A.04, A.07, A.10, A.13, A.16,
A.19, A.22, A.25, A.28
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Table 4.9.5 shows a clear view of the revised sequence of tasks. It’s important to have a
sequence when developing each subsystem; some subsystem has to be built before start to
deal with other subsystem.

Table 4.9.5 Revised sequence of tasks
Sequence Task
1 Develop subsystem requirements A.01
2 Design Triangular form slide A.02
3 Build Triangular form slide A.03
4 Test Triangular form slide A.04
5 Design Drooping curtain A.05
6 Build Drooping curtain A.06
7 Test Drooping curtain A.07
8 Design Integrated plug A.08
9 Build Integrated plug A.09
10 Test Integrated plug A.10
11 Design Pin connection A.11
12 Build Pin connection A.12
13 Test Pin connection A.13
14 Design New programme A.14
15 Build New programme A.15
16 Test New programme A.16
17 Design Pin connection A.17
18 Build Pin connection A.18
19 Test Pin connection A.19
20 Design locking system A.20
21 Build locking system A.21
22 Test locking system A.22
23 Design Electronic control A.23
24 Build Electronic control A.24
25 Test Electronic control A.25
26 Design lift system A.26
27 Build lift system A.27
28 Test lift system A.28
29 Test procedure: Operator use the pin

connection
TP.1

30 Test procedure: Operator use the
trolley

TP.2

31 Test procedure: Operator use the
triangular form slide

TP.3
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32 Test procedure: Operator use the
drooping curtain

TP.4

33 Test procedure: Operator use the new
programme

TP.5

34 Test procedure: Operator use the
integrated plug

TP.6

35 Storage volume TP.7
36 Maximum weight of the tool TP.8
37 Minimum lifting capacity of the trolley TP.9
38 Tensile strength of the material TP.10
39 Speed and break of the trolley TP.11

4.10 Product Evaluation
The total cost for this product can be shown in the following table.

Table 4.10.1 Cost for the product

Li
st
pr
ic
e

Discount The product will be designed by the group and used by the
company, so there will be no discount.

Profit The profit will be that the company make more money by
reducing the time of production.

Selling
expenses

No selling expenses for it’s using by the company itself.

Overhead There will be overhead day to day, it’s not easy to count.
Tooling For manufacturing the product, there will be some cost due to

relevant tools.
Labor There will be some cost for the operator and other staff who is

involved in the machine.
Purchase
d parts

There will be some cost for shipping the product.

Materials The main materials for this product will be steel, the cost depends
on the price and the amount of the materials.

The estimation of the product should be accomplished by someone who has deep knowledge
and be experienced here. Since the group has less knowledge and experience in this area
about the materials and the manufacturing of the products. The estimation of the price will not
be running here. The group recommended the company itself to finish this step.

The main materials in this production is steel, other materials which will be included is plastic
product. The steel itself has few effect on the environment, but the process of steelmaking
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needs so much energy. The pollution of this process depends on the company who is making
it. The group can choose the company which produce less pollution and has a high efficiency
of production. The plastic is nondegradable and it will affect the environment. The group can
choose the kind of plastic which is degradable and can be recycled by the industry.
The most fasteners will be screws, which is easy to release and fasten. The quick connection
for the different parts will be pin. Also it’s easy to release. No laminating will happen here.
The steel will be cut out by the machine. No adhesives will be used here. The route electrical
wiring will be used in the trolley, the most of that will be replaced by integrated circuit, so it’s
quite easy to remove it.
All the materials here included steel, plastic and so on will be recyclable.

After this project, the setup time will be reduced which leads to high efficiency. All of this
will result in a reducing for energy consumption, which makes the product more environment
friendly.
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5. Empirical findings

The group is majoring in Mechanical Engineering, they have knowledge about mechanics and
product development. The project provided by the company is to reduce the setup time of the
machine with 50%. So in this case, the group can make full use of the knowledge they learned
before, such as using mechanical knowledge to solve the problem, drawing 3D engineering
drawings by CATIA, and creating a cycle of product development to make the solutions more
reliable and workable.
The group has been to the company 3 times, and got the information as much as possible. The
EXCEL document (see Appendix figure 1.1 and figure 1.2) they got from the company
describes how the employees use the machine. And they got a movie which is about how the
employee operates the machine.
The Company TM Design & Installation AB offers their clients expertise knowledge and
equipment. There are more than 40 employees in the company right now. The company was
born through a need: a large company in the automotive industry demanded good production
solutions in order to compete. There is still a fact that the company stands on their own feet,
offering their knowledge to all who wish to improve quality and productivity.
All the information the group got is from the company contact whose name is Niclas. He
provided the group with all the data and presentations.
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6. Results

After the group analyzed the data and problems given by the company, they finished the
designing. So the six problems which are 1. the curtain moves too many times during the
production. 2. It takes too much time to connect machine and tools. 3. too many hydraulic
pipes to connect. 4. it takes too much time to connect the trolley with the machine and make
sure the trolley is in the right position. 5. the upper cylinder moves too slowly. 6. the trolley is
too heavy to move by hand. have been solved. By the way the group solved the problems with
the help of the article written by Guo.[10]

So in the end of the report, the group accomplished the goal of the project which is to reduce
the setup time by 50% through their designing.
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7. Analyze

With the help from the book, supervisors and the company, the group has finished the project.
And they think the result of the project will be useful for the company. Because during the
product development process they followed the steps given by the book, and during the
designing phase they got advice from supervisors and some books about mechanics, so the
result of this project is done under the help of the theory and hard work from the team.
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8 Discussion

As the project is already finished and the team has got the result, we can say that the result of
the project is good. First of all the team did not design the machine in a high technological
way such as they did not use the “laser”, “sensors”and so on. It could be quite useful in our
case, but this kind of too much high technological way may cost a lot and difficult to
manufacture.
In the other hand, the team used a more realistic way they did not change the machine a lot
but they improved it and made it work in a better and more efficient way. And that is what the
company want. So we think the result of the project is pretty good and reasonable.
But if the company want to make the best use of the result they need to teach their operators
how to use the machine, curtain and the trolley very well, otherwise time will not be reduced
that much as expected.
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9. Conclusion

In the chapter of introduction the main problem reducing the setup time is divided into six
small problems:

 The curtain moves too many times during the production.
 It takes too much time to connect cylinder and tools.
 Too many hydraulic pipes to connect.
 It takes too much time to connect the trolley with the machine and make sure the trolley

is in the right position.
 The upper cylinder moves too slowly.
 The trolley is too heavy to move by hand.

Product development through system engineering has been very educative. By following all
the steps from the books, the main problem can be solved by aiming at these six small
problems. Everything has been deeply analyzed, from defining the problem to exploring the
concept, executing it and evaluating the product. A few steps may be boring because working
experience is required but it is still educative to go through them.
Since the selected concepts and final design are well proven to be workable and friendly, the
setup time will be reduced as expected. As the recommendation will show below, the
company needs some further work to fulfill this project. Hopefully in the end the solution
given by the group can be useful and help the company save a lot of money.
Finally, it is really good to have the chance to work with a company that have a real problem
to solve.
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10. Recommendations

After we finish the design, there are still some recommendations to go to the company:
1. Cause the group don’t have much knowledge about the price of the material which will be
used in the design. So the company may pay attention to the material part.
2. The problem about trolley is solved by adding a motor. It might be not as easy as it looks,
so the company may need some further work.
3. Cause the group don’t have much knowledge about programming, so the solution to solve
the speed of the cylinder is really conceptual.
4. And we think if the company has more trolleys, it will be more efficient to do the
production.
5. According to the theory from Han[11], it is better to add more than one operator to operate
the machine, which will shorten the downtime time.
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Appendixes

The next table are in appendix 1, these tables are too big for the report:
1. Table 1.1 Gantt Chart of the project
2. Knowledge about mechanical connection
3. Table 1.2 Operational description template
4. Table 1.3 The requirement trace matrix
5. Table 1.4 Behavioral test procedures
6. Table 1.5 Completed FMECAworksheet
7. Table 1.6 Task input and output
8. Figure 1.1 Workflow table
9. Figure 1.2 Workflow table

Attention that all the contents in the appendixes except “knowledge about mechanical
connection” should be printed in A3 paper.
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Table 1.1 Gantt Chart of the project
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2. Knowledge about mechanical connection
Whatever it is mechanical or electrical, assemblies and components are connected to each
other in order to fulfill particular functions. Connections can be divided into those that result
in a fixed arrangement of the components relative to one another and those that result in a
movable arrangement(Pahl et al. 2007, p. 439 ).

2.1 Generic Functions and General Behaviour
Usually connections serve to transfer forces, moments and movements between components
having a clearly defined fixed arrangement. Mostly it will have the following functions:
1. Taking up relative movements that are not in the loading direction
2. Sealing against fluids
3. Insulating or transmitting thermal and electrical energy.
Generally it will have pre-loading and residual stress, or loading during operation.

2.2 Material Connections
A material connection is the result of joining components, either directly or by using
additional material, utilizing molecular and adhesive force over the working surface area(Pahl
et al. 2007, p. 440 ).

The main properties of material connections are: precise position maintained, cannot be
disconnected and can break or deform if overloaded. Some examples can be shown like
welded connections, soldered connections and adhesive connections.

2.3 Form Connections
A form connection is realized by normal forces between the working surfaces of the
components, which produce a surface pressure and result in stresses at the mating surfaces
according to Hooke’s law(Pahl et al. 2007, p. 442). The main properties of these are: precise
position maintained, can be disconnected and can break or deform if overloaded. The
examples can be shown like wedged, bolted, pinned and riveted connections, shaft-hub
connections, locating elements, snapping, clamping and drawing connections.

2.4 Force Connections
A force connection is realized by forces between the working surfaces of the components(Pahl
et al. 2007, p. 443). These including friction force connections, force field connections and
elastic force connections. Some examples can be given like shaft-hub interference connection
with or without elastic inserts, bolted connections(friction force connection); hydrostatic or
aerostatic bearings, hydrostatic couplings, magnetic bearing and closures(force field
connections); flexible spring elements in couplings and bearings, elastic supports, elastic
inserts for damping impacts(elastic force connections).
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Table 1.2 Operational description template

Initial conditions
Operator install tool
System is in loaded state, new tool is in storage, current tool is on the machine

System for reducing the setup time

Operator
Machine Trolley Tool

State TimeTriangular form slide Drooping curtain Integrated plug Pin connection New programme Electronic control
system

The drooping curtain
is hooked to open the
door 20s

The plug is removed
from the tool

Loaded,
stable

The operator place the
trolley into the
machine and load it

45s

Material and energy
transfer (“load and
move”)

The pin is removed to
disconnect the upper
tool with the machine

Release the hook, the
curtain is closed

The upper cylinder is
moved up by using
the new programme

The drooping curtain
is hooked to open the
door

The trolley is moved
in to load the tool
Information event
(“goods in position”)

The pin is removed to
disconnect the lower
tool with the machine

The tool is fully
disconnected from the
machine

The trolley is moved
out with carrying the

50s
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tool
The operator moves
the trolley and store
the tool in the storage

Unloaded

Material transfer
(“move and unload”)

The current tool is
stored
Information event
(“current tool is
stored”)

The operator place the
new tool on the
trolley

30s
Material and energy
transfer (“load and
move”)

The trolley is moved
in by carrying the tool

20s

The triangular form
slide is used to ensure
the tool in the proper
position
Material and energy
transfer (“load and
move”)

The tool is placed in
the machine

Loaded,
unstable

Information event
(“goods in position”)

The pin is used to
lock the lower tool

50s

Information event
(“connected”)

The trolley is moved
out without the tool

The integrated plug is
inserted to connect
the hydraulic pipes

Release the hook, the
curtain is closed
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The upper cylinder is
moved down by using
the new programme

The pin is used to
lock the upper tool
Energy transfer
(“lock”)

The tool is fully
connected to the
machine

Loaded,
stable

Ending condition Machine is ready to use
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Table 1.3 The requirement trace matrix
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The drooping curtain is hooked to open the door DR. 1 X
The plug is removed from the tool DR. 2 X X
The pin is removed to disconnect the upper tool with the machine DR. 3 X X
Release the hook, the curtain is closed DR. 4 X
The upper cylinder is moved up by using the new programme DR. 5 X X
The drooping curtain is hooked to open the door DR. 6 X X X
The trolley is moved in to load the tool DR. 7 X
The pin is removed to disconnect the lower tool with the machine DR. 8 X X
The tool is fully disconnected from the machine DR. 9 X
The trolley is moved out with carrying the tool DR. 10 X X
The current tool is stored DR. 11 X
The trolley is moved in by carrying the tool DR. 12 X X X X
The triangular form slide is used to ensure the tool in the proper position DR. 13 X
The tool is placed in the machine DR. 14 X X
The pin is used to lock the lower tool DR. 15 X X
The trolley is moved out without the tool DR. 16 X
The integrated plug is inserted to connect the hydraulic pipes DR. 17 X
Release the hook, the curtain is closed DR. 18 X
The upper cylinder is moved down by using the new programme DR. 19 X
The pin is used to lock the upper tool DR. 20 X
The tool is fully connected to the machine DR. 21 X X
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Table 1.4 Behavioral test procedures

Initial conditions
Operator install tool
System is in loaded state, new tool is in storage, current tool is on the machine

System for reducing the setup time

Operator
Machine Trolley Tool

State
Tim
e

Expected
result

Actual
result

Triangular form
slide

Drooping curtain Integrated plug Pin connection New programme Electronic control
system

The drooping
curtain is hooked to
open the door 20s

The plug is removed
from the tool

Loaded,
stable

The operator place
the trolley into the
machine and load it

45s

Material and energy
transfer (“load and
move”)

The pin is removed
to disconnect the
upper tool with the
machine

Observe that
the tool is
dis

connected
Release the hook,
the curtain is closed

The upper cylinder
is moved up by
using the new
programme

The drooping
curtain is hooked to
open the door

The trolley is
moved in to load
the tool
Information event
(“goods in
position”)

The pin is removed
to disconnect the
lower tool with the
machine

Observe that
the tool is
dis

connected
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The tool is
fully
disconnected
from the
machine

Observe that
the tool is
dis

connected

The trolley is
moved out with
carrying the tool

50s

The operator moves
the trolley and store
the tool in the
storage

Unloaded

Material transfer
(“move and
unload”)

The current
tool is stored
Information
event
(“current tool
is stored”)

The operator place
the new tool on the
trolley

30s
Material and energy
transfer (“load and
move”)

The trolley is
moved in by
carrying the tool

20s

The triangular form
slide is used to
ensure the tool in
the proper position
Material and energy
transfer (“load and
move”)

The tool is
placed in the
machine

Loaded,
unstable

Observe that
the tool is
on the
machine
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Information
event (“goods
in position”)

The pin is used to
lock the lower tool

50s

Information event
(“connected”)

The trolley is
moved out
without the tool

The integrated plug
is inserted to
connect the
hydraulic pipes

Release the hook,
the curtain is closed

The upper cylinder
is moved down by
using the new
programme

The pin is used to
lock the upper tool
Energy transfer
(“lock”)

The tool is
fully
connected to
the machine

Loaded,
stable

Observe that
the tool is
connected

Ending condition Machine is ready to use
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Table 1.5 Completed FMECAworksheet
Failure mode
No.

Identification
of item

Failure mode Failure effects (a. Local
b. system c. Mission)

Possible cause Corrective action (a. design;
b. manufacturing process; c.
operation)

Failure effect’s
severity

Occurrence
likelihood (under
current design)

Risk priority no.
(=severity*occur
rence

Criticality
(corrective
action priority)

F.1 Machine Failure to hold b. Machine can’t hold
the tool; c. Failed
mission

Tool is too heavy a, use stronger material 3 5 15 Intermediate

Pin system is broken a, design a better pin system 5 3 15 Intermediate

F.2 Failure to detect b. Triangular form slide
can’t detect the tool; c.
Degraded mission

Stones on the
triangular form slide

c, clean the triangular form
slide every day

3 5 15 Intermediate

F.3 Failure to
secure

b. Triangular form slide
can’t secure the tool; c.
Degraded mission

Triangular form slide
is broken

b, use a stronger material to
manufacture it

4 3 12 Intermediate

F.4 Failure to
change

b. Machine can’t change
the tool, c. Failed
mission

Machine is broken. a, design a better machine 5 3 15 Intermediate

Out of power c, check the power usually 6 2 12 Intermediate

F.5 Trolley Failure to
balance

b. Trolley can’t balance
the tool; c. Failed
mission

Trolley is too light a, use a stronger material 4 3 12 Intermediate

Tool is too heavy a, use a stronger material to
build trolley

4 6 24 Critical

F.6 Failure to move b. Trolley can’t move
the tool; c. Failed
mission

Wheel is broken a. Use quality wheels 5 2 10 Low

F.7 Failure to detect b. Trolley can’t detect
the tool; c. Degraded
mission

Lift is broken a, use a stronger material
c, check the lift usually

5 3 15 Intermediate

F.8 Failure to
secure

b. Trolley can’t secure
the tool; c. Degraded
mission

The key system is
broken

a, design a better key system 5 3 15 Intermediate

F.9 Failure to lock b. Trolley can’t lock the
tool on it, c. Degraded
mission

The key system is
broken

a, design a better key system 5 3 15 Intermediate

F.10 Tool Failure to
connect

b. Tool can’t be
connected; c. Failed
mission

Triangular form slide
on the machine is
broken

b, use a stronger material to
manufacture it

4 4 16 Critical

F.11 Failure to lock Tool can’t be locked; c.
Failed mission

Pin system is broken a, design a better pin system 4 3 12 Intermediate
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Table 1.6 Task input and output
(Row) task
supplies to
(Column)
task

A.
01

A.
02

A.
03

A.
04

A.
05

A.
06

A.
07

A.
08

A.
09

A.
10

A.
11

A.
12

A.
13

A.
14

A.
15

A.
16

A.
17

A.
18

A.
19

A.
20

A.
21

A.
22

A.
23

A.
24

A.
25

A.
26

A.
27

A.
28

TP
.1

TP
.2

TP
.3

TP
.4

TP
.5

TP
.6

TP
.7

TP
.8

TP
.9

TP
.1
0

TP
.1
1

A.01
A.02 D.

2
A.03 D.

12
A.04 D.

3
A.05 D.

2
A.06 D.

12
A.07 D.

3
A.08 D.

2
A.09 D.

12
A.10 D.

3
A.11 D.

2
A.12 D.

12
A.13 D.

3
A.14 D.

2
A.15 D.

12
A.16 D.

3
A.17 D.

2
A.18 D.

12
A.19 D.
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3
A.20 D.

2
A.21 D.

12
A.22 D.

3
A.23 D.

2
A.24 D.

12
A.25 D.

3
A.26 D.

2
A.27 D.

12
A.28 D.

3
TP.1
TP.2
TP.3
TP.4
TP.5
TP.6
TP.7
TP.8
TP.9
TP.10
TP.11
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Figure 1.1 workflow table
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Figure 1.2 workflow table
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